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Ear1y in  1990, the European Commission  establ-ished the
Observatory  on Policies to Combat Social Exclusion.  This
followed a resolution of the Council of Ministers iri
1989, which called upon Member States to promote social
and economic integration by ensuring the access of
citizens to education, training,  ernpJ.oyment,  housing,
community services and medical carei and called upon the
Conrnission to record and monitor how they set about this,
(Council of the European Communities 1989.) A group of
independent researchers * was convened to observe trends,
analyse policies and exchange information  about the
phenomenon of social exclusion and how governments were
reacting to it.
The Observatory  has so far produced three sets of
national reports: a general overview report in  1990, an
"annual" updating report early Ln 1992, and a special
report focusing on the personal social services -  also in
1992. A synthesls of the first  set of reports was written
by the Coordinator, Graham Room (Room 1991), and the
second wilt  be published ]ater this  year (Room 1992).
This docunent brings together key elenents from all  three
nationaf reports for the UK. Material from the 1990
overr,'iew has been conbined with the second report to
* A List  of  the nanes and addresses of Observatory
rnembers appears in  the APPendix,produce a sunmary of  trends and policies  covering a wide
range of  issues and a period of  more than two years.
Extra space is  given to  the personal sociaf  services in
this  summary, to  take account of  the Observatory's
special  focus for  1992. The report  includes data up to
and including  the spring of  1992: deveJ-opments  since then
will  be included in  a further  "annual'r update, available
early  in  1993.
This report  is  based on published sources, interviews  and
conversations with policy-nakers  and practitioners,  and
experience  of  research in  this  field.  The published
sources include official  government documents, academic
studies,  and the reports  of  voluntary  organizations  and
pressure groups whi-ch are concerned with  the issues
raised in  this  report.  If  a source is  cited,  it  is
because it  makes, in  the author's  view,  a significant
contribution  to  the debate -  not because it  is,  in  some
simple sense, "true".  The representati-on of  views in  this
account aims to be perfectly  balanced, but given the time
in  which it  was written  probably is  not.
Any account of  this  kind is  open to  the charge that  it  is
selective
-  correct;
and that  the selection  of material  to  some extent
reflects  the bias of  the author
-  gullty.
It  woul-d be difficult  to  imagine a rel_atively  brief
report  about a wide range of  policy  areas which did  not
select material to illustrate an argunent, rather than
exhaustively reviewing every possible  source. The
author's  task,  in  this  situation,  is  to  try  to  ensurethat  as many aspects of  each policy  question as possible
are raised,  even if  the question itself  cannot be
resolved in  the tirne and space avail-able.  The particular
focus of  the Observatory  -  its  Community-wide character,
the  framework provided for  the report,  the context of' the
EC debate on the concept of  "social  exclusi-on" -  means
that. the eLements recorded here will  at  least  be
different  from those commonly appearing in  national
documents, and may for  that  very reason throw new light
on the topics  under discussion.
Reports like  this,  which are based on existing  knowledge
depend on the generosity of  others.  This is  particularly
true  in  the field  of  social  services where officlal  and
published sources of  information  are of  mixed quality  and
coverage, and where the impact of  policy  can only be
determined  in  relation  to  the experience of  practitioners
and users.  There is  not room here to  thank everyone
individualJ-y,  but  I  hope that  they may find  the finished
product of  some interest  and use.
The material  is  theirs.  The opinions expressed here -  and
the mistakes :  are mY own.
Diana Robbins
Septernber  1-992INTRODUCTION
This report  is  steered by two beacons. The first  is  found
in  the first  annual report  of  the Observatory, which
defined social  exclusion in  terms of  the sociaf  rights  of
European citizens,  (Roorn 1991, P.5):
"  -  we define  social  exclusion in  relation,  first  of
alI,  to  social  rights.  We investigate  what social
rights  the citizen  has to  employment,  housing,
health  care,  etc.;  how effectively  national  pollLcies
enable citizens  to  secure these rights;  and what are
the barriers  which exclude people from these rights.
-  we go on, secondly, to  study the evidence that
where citizens  are unable to  secure social  rights,
they will  tend to  suffer  generalized  and persisting
disadvantage  and their  social- and occupationaL
partici.pation  will  be undermined." (Ibid.  p.5.)
The second framework for  a discussion of  policies  to
combat social  exclusion  is  provided by the note by Jean-
Paul Tricart  (Note de Problematique, 17 ,July 1991.) This
suggested a necessarily provisional  definition  of  social-
exclusion,  along the following  lines:
"  -  the notion of  social  exclusion refers  to
processes and situations  by which persons or  groups
tend to be separated or held at a distanee fron
ordinary social exchanges or positions which promote
or allow integration or "insertion" - that is,  from
participation in institutions  or from access to
rights,  services or resources which imply full
mernbership of society." (Tricart t99I , p.2l .The note continues  from this  to  propose a three-part
pattern  for  national  annual reports.  It  emphasizes
evaluation of  policies,  rather  than data about
disadvantage while  recognizing that  lhe  latter  wil-l- often
be essential  to  the former. lt  ]eaves open the issue of
duration -  that
is,  the extent. to  which disadvantaEe must be long-term or
apparently inescapable if  it  rs  to  be said to  constitute
a kind of  exclusion.  It  suggests that  integration,  (or -
more accurately -  "insertion"  which carries  particular
contextual connotations) shoul-d be seen as the opposite
of  the process of  exclusion.
These two provisional  definitions  recall  two  different
sets of  political  and pirilosophical  debates. Room's
statement builds  on the ideas developed by TH Marshall,
whc described social- rights  in  terms of  social  heritage
and prevailing  standards of  civilized  1ife,  which in  part
had been, 'r -  incorporated in  the staLus of  citizenship"
operating in  a gj-ven society,  (Marshal-l 1950, p.4T) .
Putting  the definition  lnto  plactice  involves an analysis
of  this  heritage  and these standards, as a baseline
against which the actual  situation  of  citizens  can be
assessed and interpreted.  "pol-icies to  combat social
exclusion",  therefore  woufd be identified  and evaLuated
in  terms of  their  function  in  del-ivering and promoting
the social  rights  which are seen as part  of  that
societyfs  concept of  citizenship.
The second part  of  Roomts deflnj-tion  involves  the kind of
analysis developed in  studies of  nultiple,  persi-stent and
apparently inescapable  disadvantage  *  the work of
Townsend,  Wilson and others  (for  a revj-ew, see Robbins
and Room, 1991). Persistent  failure  to  del.iver,  failure
to  deliver  a wide range of  rights,  or del,ivery in  such a
r^ray as to  reinforce  lack of  access to  socj_al- rights  would
be critical  criteria  for  the evaluation of  policles.The defj-nition  outlined  by Tricart,  on the other  hand,
appears to  set  the discussion of  excluslon in  the context
of  an idea of  society  in  which the actions of  governments
both define  and safeguard its  conception of  solidarity.
The table  attached to  Tricart's  note,  therefore,  designed
to  schematize the analysis of  policies,  suggests that
there may be a direct  correspondence  between "social
rights"  and the policies  developed by qovernments to
implement them, (however successfufly).  But this  is  not,
of  course, necessarj-1y the case. The prevailing  political
ideotogy in  tlie  United Kingdom, which will  be discussed
in  the body of  the report  which follows,  tends to  define
detailed  "rights"  in  terms of  the market, rather  than
some overriding  principie  of  social- solidarity.
The differences  which I  have tried  to  clarify  here ar<:
not unimportant -  part  of  the work of  all  the
Commission's  Observatories must be the refinement of  a
commonly understood "language" for  the dj.scussion and
clevelopment of  genuinely European ideas.  They deserve
further  analysis  and debate. But,  in  practical  terms, the
report  which follows  can acconmodate both.  It  will  follow
the tripartite  pattern  proposed by Trlcart  -
Chapter 1 : The Problern -  how social exclus j-on, seen j-n
terms of current views of citizenship, "social heritaqe"
and Iegally-enforceable rights,  is  identified  and
debated.
Chapter 2-4:  General Poficies  -  the impact of  general
social  po]icies,  (employnrent  and training,  education,
heatth,  housj-ng, social  security,  social  services,  urban
policies),  in  relation  to  social  exclusion.  The materlal
summarized in  these Chapters will  be of  four  kinds:
fi-rstly,  description  of  the impact of  a particular,
qeneral set of  policies  in  retation  to  social  exclusion;secondly, data which illustrate  the extent of  that
inpact;  thirdJ-y,  description  of  policies  to  remedy
perceived negative effects;  fourthly,  data against which
the effects  of  the "remedial" policies  may be evaluated.
Chapter 5:  Specific  Policies  -  policies  specifically
implemented by Government, in  an explicit  attenpt  to
promote integration  or  "insertion'r,  or  those generally
identified  by scientific  or political  debate as
particularly  relevant.
An additional  Chapter 6 -  I'Britain  l-n Europe" -  attempts
briefly  to  set the discussion of  the UK in  its  European
context,  drawing on material  in  the Observatory  rnembersr
reports,  and the two synthesis reports  by Graham Room.
The report  wlll  make no further  reference to  different
possible interpretations  of  the definitions  outlined
here, but will  concentrate on the evidence which exists
in  the UK about the existence of  relevant  policies,  and
their  effectiveness.  Clarification  of  the  fundanental
conceptual discussion  will  be for  the Observatory  as a
whole, and will  be developed in  future  reports.
10CHAPTER  1.
THE PROBLEM
1.1.  THE POLITICAL CONTEXT
In  the early  months of  1992, aII  discussion of  policy  in
the UK was coloured by the irnminent prospect of  a General
Election.  As usual,  the key issue was seen to  be the
extent to  which either  main party  coufd manage the
economy. Maastricht  assumed temporary significance,  and
defence was stj-lI  important;  but on the whole, foreiqn,
European and defence policy  were secondary. Inflation,
unemployment,  the continuing,  deep recession -  these were
the issues which hit  the headlines and enqaged  the
electorate.  In  the sociaf  policy  field,  the future  of  the
NHS, the  standard cf  education offered  to  British
children,  and homelessness -the  visible  homelessness of
young people on the streets  of  London, as well  as the
serious problem of  families  made homeless through
mortgage default  -  were a1l  questions which generated
concern.
In  the period  leading up to  the Election,  one
professlonal  journal  attenpted to  map the commitments  of
the different  parties  to  poJ-icies relating  to  benefits
and the personal sociat  servj-ces. Part of  their  table  is
reproduced as Figure 1, below. It  would be possible  to
extend this  kind of  partly  hypothetical  analysis over the
whole of  social  poticy.  As a broad generalizati-on,  it  is
fair  to  say that  Conservative policies  emphasized
individual prosperity  and responsibility, competition and
the free  operation of  market forces;  Labour policies
focused on redistribution,  and the rofe  of  the state  in
promoting wealth for  the whol-e of  society.  Criticisms  of
the  former emphasized the casualties  of  13 years of
Conservative qovernment, and the
L1FIGIJRE 1
POLICY SUMMARY: LOCAL SOCIAL SERVICES  AND SOCIAL SECURITY
CONSERVATIVE
Local taxation:  Community
Charge ("Po11 Tax")
replaced by Council Tax i-n
April  1993, containing both
a property and a personal
element.
Budget increase for  UK
Social- Fund *  to  f,302
nillion.
Child Benefit  uprated in
line  with  inflation.
New disability  benefits
introduced from April
7992.
Guaranteed place on youth
training  schemes for  16-1"?
year-olds,  but  for  most -
affanfirzalrr  -  nn
entitlement  to  benefit.
Pensions uprated in  line
with  inflation.
WiIl  ratify  the UN
Convenlion on the Rights
of  the Child,  "as soon as
possible".
LABOUR,
Pledge to  introduce  a
property-based local" tax.
Abolition  ot  UK Social
Fund l-oans, if  possible  in
first  Parliament.
Value of  Child Benefit  to
be restored,  as if  it  had
not been frozen "i-n 198?.
Promj-se of  a comprehensive
disability  income.
Plecige to  restore  benefit
entitl-ement.
Pl-ans to  restore  l-ink
between pensions and
average earnings;  and for
a new National  Pensions
Plan based on SERPS.
A Children's  Cornmissi-oner
will  be appointed, to  work
across departmental
boundaries.
*  NB: UK Social  Fund, the system of  grants and loans
available  to  meet the exceptional needs of  people
receiving  Income Support.SOURCE: adapted from Community Care, 2/9 .lanuary  19912,
p.12 and 13.
progressive loss of  a public  ethic  of  generosity and
concern for  vul-nerabl-e members of  society"  The latter
were attacked on grrounds of  cost,  loss of  individual
Iiberty,  and the lack of  experience of  qovernmed: of
potential  Labour ministers.
There cannot in  any reaf  sense be said to  have been a
general public  debate about "social  exclusion",  before or
since the Election;  but  there are efements in  current:
controversies which relate  to  policies  of  concern to  the
Observatory.  In  general,  it  is  becoming clear  that  erren
the supporters  of  the market-led approach, which has
dominated  policy-making in  the UK for  much of  ttre -last
thirteen  years, accept that  there is  a sirlnifj-cant
mlnority  whom these policies  Ieave behind. Part of  the
Government's response to  this  realization  has been a
conscious attempt to  strengthen "consumers"' rights  i.n
the soclal  pollcy  field.
1,.2. THE, CITIZEN AS CONSUMER
In  July  1991, the "Citizenrs  Charter'r was presented t.o
Parliament -  a White Paper detailing  the content of  a
strategy  for  improving the responsiveness of  public
services to  the wishes of  their  consumers "  It  l"ras
heralded as,  and probably was, a personal initiative  by
the Prirne Minlster,  which had generated a Government-wide
exercise designed to  identify  aspects of  all  public
services which could be improveci.
"  The white Paper sets out the rnechanics for
j-mproving  choice,  quality,  vafue and accountability'
Not aII  apply to  every service"  But aII  have a
conmon objective:  to  raise  the standard of  public
services,  up to  and beyond the best at  present
avail-able."  (White Paper 1991,  p.2.)
L3The principles  outlined  in  the paper summarize  what,
"  -  every citizen  is  entitled  to  expect ":  explici-t
standards of  service;  openness, and accountabilityi
information  in  an accessible form; choice and
consuf tation;  non-discrimination  and multi-Iingual
provision;  convenience and accessibility;  and redress -
if  only in  the  form of  an apology or  an explanation -  for
problems.
This is  a very important document, not only  for  what it
offers  in  terms of  improvement of  services -  it  appears
to  offer  a great deal -  but also for  the definitions  of
citizenship  and power it  pronotes. The "four  main themes"
of  the document  are listed  as quality,  choice,  standards,
and vafue;  and if  all  of  them recal-I the supermarket
rather  than the balfot  box, presumably this  is  no
accident.  The social  heritage which this  interpretation
of  social  rights  draws upon is  consumerism:  the
legitinate  concern of  the generally  affl-uent with  getting
what they pay for.
Not all  the policy  areas which are relevant  to  the
Observatory  are susceptible of  the Citizen's  Charter
treatrnent, but a number of  important services are
included, with  indications  of  what the new deal should
mean for  "consumers"  of  social  security,  social  services,
the NHS, education, unemployment  services,  and rented
housing. For all- of  them, i-ncreased  access to
information,  the right  to  complain,  increased public
monitoring of  services,  and the implementation of
performance measures will  be the basis  for  improving
quality  and choice. Competition between services,
wherever possible,  wil-l  be the discipline  which promotes
value for  money. "The Citi-zenrs Charter is  about giving
more power to  the citizen":  the power to  know, choose,
complain, and take your custom elsewhere,
AJ-though it  is  obviously too soon to  evaluate the  success
or failure of the whole strategy, some of the questions
which need to  be answered are alreadv clear.
L41) How is power to be devolved to citizens?
Part of the rhetoric of the Charter is that "people
should choose for themselves"i  that decision-making
should take place somehow in the comrnunity,  and that big
state monopolies should be broken up in favour of human-
size institutions  which will  be responsive to local
dernand. Legislation which restructures local government
finance, as welf as the delivery of education, health
services, community care, and houslng is all  set in thls
apparently consistent ideological  context. Yet some
cotnmentators believe that the parallel reduction in the
power of local goverment over the past decade or so may
in fact concentrate pobter at the centre, Ieaving the
individual citizen at an even greater remove frorn a
significant say in policy:
"The desire to decentralize  to snaller management
units like  schools or estates or colleges is
laudabte and attractive, but if  local authorities
lose all  their  significance, there will  be nothing
to set between small scale semi-representative
bodies and a very powerful central state. Poor
tenants or school governing bodies, or small
voluntary organizations will  be largely powerless  in
this situation."  (Glennerster et al.  1991, p.413.)
2) Who sets the criteria  for assessing "quality"?
The issues raised by "quality" in the provision of public
services are for obvious reasons very different  from
those involved in buying a hat or.having your car
repaired, although the rhetoric might have us believe
otherwise. Many services are most heavily financed by
those -  top-rate tax payers -  least likely  to encounter
benefit offices,  or social services, or public health
care. They therefore have less direct experience of the
quality of service offered, and less direct self  interest
in seeing it  irnprove at the point of delivery. A strategy
for  improving servlces which depends on the self-interest
of the "customer" will  not work in a context vthich
15depends, to  some extent,  on a distinction  between the
burden of  palrment  and the concentration of  use. The
encouragement  which has been given to  the growth of
private  provision  in  a number of  policy  areas reinforces
this  di-stinction.
3) How can access and choice be assured?
Choice implies plenty;  yet  the application  of  market
constraj-nts  to  some servi-ces may actually  reduce
provisj-on, or  concentrate it  geographi-ca1ly in  the most
profitable  areas. Problems of  access to  services are of
course rel-ated to  the total  supply -  not just  to
information  about distribution,  or  the right  to  complain
about delays in  provision.
4) Can the strebt-1evef  bureaucracies comply?
Li.psky's study of  public  service workers -  the  "street-
leveL bureaucrats" -  underLines  their  role  in  regulating
confLict  and copj-ng with  complex situations,  while  always
short of  the resources they need to  meet the apparently
insatiable  demand for  increased services.  Their  aims mav
be ambiguous  or  internally  inconsistent,  yet  in  an
lmportant sense, "  -  they hol_d the keys to  a dimension of
citizenship,"  (Lipsky 1980, p.4.)  His analysis  foresees
the effects  of  recession and flscal  crises  in  generating
demands  for  cuts in  services,  and performance measures
lj,nked to  inappropriate,  quantitative  criteria.
Increasing the power of  people on the receiving  end is
indeed, in  his  view,  a way forward for  public  services,
but only  in  the context of  support for  professionals  and
a major political  movement in  favour of  more humane
provision.
Is  this  what the Citizen's  Charter offers?  In  a societv
where the citizen  j-s consumer, the citizen  with  least
resources has the lowest kind of  citizenship.  Yet these -
16the poorest and most vulnerable people -  are the very
people for  whom many of  the services have been desi-gned.
There is  no question about the energy which is  being put
int.o the Charter exercise:-
rr The Citizen's  Charter j-s the most comprehensive
proqranme ever to  raise  quality,  increase choice,
secure better  value and extend accountability.  We
believe  it  wiII  set a pattern,  not only  for  Britain,
but  for  other countries of  the worl-d...  the charter
proqrarnme  will  be at  the heart of  qovernment policy
in  the  1990s -  ".  (White Paper 1991, p.4.)
And the authors may well  be right  in  anticipating  that
other  states will  be interested  in  adopting sinilar
strategies.  A study completed for  the European Foundation
for  the Improvement of  Living  and Working Conditions in
1990 identified,  "  -  a wave of  interest  in  consumerism  in
the pubtic  services,"  (Epstein 1990, p.84),  in  many
countries  of  the Community. The author incl-udes a numlcer
of  caveats in  her conclusions: consumerism  may slmply be
directed  at rniddle-class approval; it  can use the
language of  empowerment  to  introduce token improvements;
it  can be used to  justify  cuts in  servi-ces, and so on.
Many of  the issues raised by the Charter will  be returned
to  in  l-ater  secti-ons of  this  report  -  particularly  in
relation  to  the debate about social  wel-fare and community
care in  Chapters 4 and 5.  Careful and clear  moni-toring  of
the strategy,  as it  develops in  the UK, will  be needed
before it  is  possible to  say whether the Charter offers
anythi-ng real  to  anyone; and the document appears to
promi-se this.  It  is  particularly  unclear at  present how
the least  powerfu],  the poorest and the most vulnerable
people are going to  be able to  make use of  thls  kind of
citizenship.
L71.3. RECOGNIZING  SOCIAL  EXCLUSION
Discussion among citizens about the social state, and
about access to the kind of citizenship it  offers,  is  not
of course confined to media accounts of debates between
the main political  parties. A wide range of voluntary
organizations, trade unions and professional
organizations, researchers and writers continually
contribute to the analysis of social rights which forms
the basis for lobbying for particular policy directions.
" A key elernent in the post-War vision of
citizenship was participation in the life  of the
community of which one is  a member. Poverty, which,
in contrast, spells exclusion from full
participation, diminishes the citizenship rights of
a significant proportion of the community. These
rights are all  too often eroded further for black
peopJ-e,  women and people with disabilities.  Although
children are not fuIl  citizens, the conmunity acts
as a guardian of their rights..."  (Lister 1990, p.
66. )
It  is  in accounts of the kinds of barriers to access to
full  citizenship, of the discrimination  and
marginalization experienced by ninority  ethnic and
disabLed ci-tizens, women, and perhaps elderly people that
we may find a picture of social exclusion in the UK.
Voluntary organizations concerned with the welfare of
children defend their right to "visibility"  in
discussions of broader policy. Groups which work with
disadvantaged young people press for actj.on in relatlon
to their  employment, or housing, or health, or training
opportuniti.es,  or income support, or social support.
Some of the groups mentioned above will  be included in
the discussj-on of policies in l"ater Chapters. The point
here is that "social exclusion" in the uK cannot be
recognized sinply in relation to prevailing policies;  but
from the interaction between those policies and the wider
debate they are derived from or generate.
Part of thls wider debate depends on, and creates public
18opinion. The best source of evidence about the extent of
publi.c support for the particular kind of social heritage
inplied by the term "Welfare State" continues to be the
annuaf surveys reported in the British  Social Attitudes
series.
The most recent report (no. 8, published 1991, data
collected in 1990) includes an analysis of trends
identified in public attitudes to state provision of a
range of services. As in previous years, the main
priorities  for state spending remain the servlces which
are relevant to the lives of the majority: the NHS, the
education service and state pensi-ons for elderly people.
But support for the state's role in providing other
services is  also clear, as the table reproduced as Eigure
2 demonstrates.
WhiLe enthusiasm for state intervention  in a range of
social policy fields  apPears to have remained high
between  1,985 and L990, support for more state spending to
improve services -  in principle,  at least,  frorn increased
taxation -  has risen steadily throughout the eighties.
whereas in  1983, 9t of respondents thought that the
Governrnent should reduce taxes, and spend less on health
education and social- benefits, only 3t thought so in
1990. Increasing taxes, and spending more appealed to 32t
in  1983; 46t in  1986; and 54t in 1990. (Jowe1l et aI"
eds. 1991, p.  25.1
A number of the reforms in education and the NHS which
will  be discussed later were not in place when the
fieldwork for the BSA report was done.
tr The recent reforms in state education and the NHS
have sought to introduce market principles into both
services. In education...the move towards local
management of schools, financed in relation to pupil
numbers and cornbined with enhanced parental choice,
is  designed to bring the benefits of private schools
to  'consumersr of state education. The introduction
of internal markets into the NHS is  designed to
19bring  about decentralization,  also for  the benefit
of  the  rconsumerr...r'.  (Taylor-Gooby 1991", p.2"1 .)
FIGT'RE 2
Answers to  the question:  whether or not it  should be the
Governmentrs responsibility  to  intervene in  a number of
policy  domains, mainly to do with  welfare provision  -
t  saying it  should
definitely  or probably be
the government's
responsibilitv  to..
1985
1 990
..  provide health  care for
the sick 98 98
..  provide a decent
standard of  living  for  the
old
97 97
..  provide industry  with
the help it  needs to  srow 92 91
..  provi-de decent housing
for  those who canrt afford
it
n/a 90
,.  keep prices  under
control
91 8'7
..  provide a decent
standard of  living  for  the
unemployed
81
..  reduce income
differences between the
ri.ch and poor
ov 71
..  provide a job  for
everyone  who wants one 68 bU
Source: adapted from -  British  Social Attltudes:  the  8th.
report,  p.  24.
The report  al-so makes the point  that  reactions  to
specific  policy  innovations would be difficult  to  isolate
20j-n a survey of  this  kind.  Nevertheless,  although evidence
for  support for  increased "consumer choice" is  currently
lacking,  there is  ample evidence for  concern about the
absolute l-evel-s of  resources devoted to  some kev
services:
"These Iidentified]  priorities  do not,  of  course,
rule  out the wish for  greater choice....but  there is
littl-e  doubt that  there is  widespread criticism  of
the basic  l-evel- of  resources devoted to both health
and education -  ",  (TayJ-or-Gooby 1991, p.2'7.)
1.4.  SuMt'tARY
This report  is  about fu1l  participation  in  society,  and
the policies  interpreted  in  social  systems which create
or  reinforce  that  participation,  remove barriers  or
repair  damage. It  involves a discussion of  the prevailing
definitions  of  participation,  citlzenship,  incl-usion  and
restoration  of  participation  after  an experience of
exclusion;  about the nature of  the public  debate about
these definitions;  and about where that  debate can be
found. This discussion will  be very different  for
different  Member states  of  the Community, but  some of  the
factors  which make it  urgent are shared: a growing
understanding of  the impact of  the economic and soci-al
exclusion which can be generated by unemployment;
widespread anxiety  about the costs of  services  and
benefits  which promotes the search for  policy  innovation;
new evidence of  growing intolerance  towards migrants from
outside the Communityrs boundaries. AIl  of  these'
together with  the well-known changes in  European age
profiles  and family  patterns,  argue for  the need for: a
conmon understanding of  the meaning of  social  exclusi.on,
the forces which create it,  and the policies  to  combat it
which work.CHAPTER 2
GENERAL POLIC]ES: A
2.1.  EMPIOYMENT
The history  of  labour market policies,  coupled with
broader industrial  policy  and a prolonged recession have
created a situation  in  which high and rising  levels  of
unemplolrment  continue to  concern the Government, and the
electorate.
"The seasonally  adjusted level  of  claimant
unemployrnent  in  the United Kingdom increased by
38,900 between October and November 1991 to
2,5L3,000.  This was the twentieth  consecutive month
that  unernployment has risen.  The level  is  now
906,4OO higher than in  March 1990 when the current
upward trend began...  The unemploymenl rate  in
Novernber 1.991 was 8.8t  of  the workforce...  The
unemployment  rate  is  higher than a year ago in  all
Regions of  the UK."  (DE 1992' p.S3.)
There is  no argument about the fact  that  unemplolment  in
the UK, having fallen  steadily  for  some months
previously,  has increased since early  1990, and ls  likely
to  increase further.  There is  however a great deal of
disagreement about how far  it  fell  in  the first  place,
and how the official  figures  are currently  presented'
This is  not the place to  resolve these debates: simply to
note that  whereas the Employment Department  took the line
that  there had been only two (legitirnate  and technical)
changes in  the way unemployment  was counted since  L979,
plus  five  changes in  the rules  governing benefit
entitlement  (letter  to  the Economist, I  September 1990),
the  independent Unemployment Unit  has counted thirty.
"Mr.Jackson [Emplolment Minister]  ..  has produced a
lower figure  mainly by ignoring  many changes in  the
22benefit  rules.  But even the the Employment
Department  seems unable to  make up its  own trind:  as
far  back as 1986 its  own monthly Gazette admitted to
ten adjustments,  some admittedly minor."  (Economist
Q ca^+ah}.a-  1 990 . ) v  vvy  Lvrrwv!  .
The Economist goes on quite  fairly  to  point  out that  the
Government  cannot take the credit  both for  weeding out
illegitimate  unemplolment benefit  cfaims and for  reducing
unemplolrment.  A lower claimants  count, in  this  context,
does not mean more people in  jobs.  However, in  L990, the
Employment Department published a comparison  of  the
figures  derived from the cfaimants count,  and from
preliminary  analysis of  the  1,989 Labour Force Survey for
which figures  were estimated uslng the  ILO definition.
The comparison  showed that  while higher total  figures  are
^-^-1''-^r  L"  +L^  tahnttr  Fnreo  Srrr\/o\/,4afinil-  inn  th6  c-h^ ytvuuesu  vy  L,rrC  lavvu!  Uur  vs_y  _.._  Jdltte
qeneral trend was revealed by both sets of  data.
The statistics  remain controversial,  although the broad,
econonlc conseguences  of  unemployment  -  especially  long-
Lerm unemployment  -  for  families  and individuals  are not
disputed, But correlations  between unemployment  and other
factors  which might contribute  to  social  exclusion -  poor
mental and physical health,  family  breakdown, involvement
in  criminal  activity,  and so on -  are notoriouslv
difficult  to  demonstrate.
Basic data relating  to  unemployment  are reproduced in
Tables 1-3,  in  the Statistical  Annex (A) to  thls  report.
They are broken down according to  ethnic  origin,  Reqion,
gender, age and duration.  They show that  despite the
decline in  the nunlcers of  tong-term unemployed  people, rn
1,991, 25t of  unemployed  men, and 20? of  unemployed  women
had been out of  work for  more than a year,  (CSO 1992,
p.82.)  In  1990, unemployment  rates were highest  among
workers under the age of  20; but  length of  unemployment
inereased  with  age.
Unemployment rates  for  minority  ethnic  workers remain
23hi-gher than those for  whltes,  al-though they have been
falling  at  a faster  rate  since 1986. Unemployment amonql
West Indian or  Guyanese men, for  example, felI  from 268
in  l-986 to  138 in  1990; but  it  remains nearly  double the
rate  for  all  men (78).
The most recent issue of  Sociaf Trends -  the basic  annual
coffection  of  government social- stat.istics  -  comments
that:
"Factors contributing  to  more proJ-onged periods of
unemployment  include a mismatch between the skil1s
(and l-ocation) of  unemployed  people and those
required by ernployers,  the level  of  unemployment
benefits,  Iow economic activity  and how the
unemployed go about looking  for  a lob."  (Ibid.
p-82.)
It  follows  from this  anatysis of  the problem that
government policies  designed to  overcome  or  reduce the
impact of  l-ong-term unemployrnent wi-I.l focus on these
National policies  to  combat unemployment  have continued
along the Lines estabfished at  the end of  the  r80s:
support for  the network of  Training  and Enterprise
Councifs set up in  1989; and extension  and refinement  of
Ernployment Training  and job-search  measures.
"The Government's  Guarantee  to  adul-ts is  for
everyone aged 18-24 who has been unemployed  between
6 and 12 months to  receive an offer  of  Employment
Trainj-ng, a Job Interview  Guarantee, an Enterprlse
Allowance,  a place in  a Jobclub or  on Employment
Actl.on.
The Governmentrs Aim is  for  everyone under 50 whc'
has been unemployed for  over two years  and all
people with  disabil-ities,  to  recej-ve an offer  of
Employment Training,  a Job Interview  Guarantee,  an
Enterprise Al,lcwance, a place in  a Jobcfub or  on
F.mn l orment Action. "  (PQ 1991 a. )
Brief  details  of  each of  these schemes for  unemployed
24adults is  attached at Annex
aimed at youth unemploliment
section.
Benefits
B; policies  specifically
will  be included in  the next
General issues relating  to  benefits  available  to  people
on low incomes w1ll  also be included in  later  sections.
But it  is  important,  in  any evaluation of  the current
policies  which are designed to  diminish or  remove the
excluding  effects  of  unemployment, to  look at  how the
benefit  position  of  unempJ-oyed  people affects  their
propects of  ful1  integration.  One major concern of
Government has been to  remove the disincentive  effects  of
benefit  structures,  and eliminate,  as far  as possible,
the "traps"  which might have discouraged people from
seeking work in  the past.  The airn has been to  remove
elements in  the system which rnight have been barriers  to
economic re-integration.  The effectiveness  of  the
controversial  "actively  seeking work" rule  (introduced  by
the 1989 Social Security Act)  in  promoting job-search
through benefit  sanctions has been questioned as a result
of  research into  awareness of  the rule  among claimants,
(Thomas and Ritchie,  1991; Low pay Unit,  1991.)
The second respect in  which benefits  may or  may not
allevlate  exclusion is  through the standard of  life  and
participation  in  the life  of  the community which they
permit.  One small-scale study of  thirty  families,
published by the Department of  SociaL security  in  1990,
examined in  detail  some of  the financial  effects  of
unemployment  on family  life.  First1y,  there was the
impact on living  standards:
"Almost without  exception, the families  felt  thac
the standard of  living  they had in  unemployment  was
l"ower than when they had been employed.  Many
families  described what they saw as a continuing
decline,  at  least  for  the first  two or  three  years
of  irtrpml.  1,,'7pr,1,.t ,  rilttil  they hit  I rOck bottomr .',
(Ritchie  J.990, p. v. )
25Evidence is  also provided about the extent  and nature of
the psychological effects  of  unemployment, negative
effects  on the children  and on marriaqes, as well  as r)n
the variation  in  coping strategies  which families
employed.
Ernployment and training  measures
Two principal  criteria  are used for  evaluating  these
schemes, both by government and outside observers: take-
up/participation  rates,  and outcome measures related  to
success in  finding  jobs.
"An averaqe of  2I5,000 trainees  in  trainlng  on
EnpJ-oyment Training was planned in  Great Britain  in
1990-91. An average number in  training  of  196,000
was achieved."  (PQ 1991 b.)
The most recent Employment Training  (ET) Leavers Survey
published by the Employment Service relates  to  people in
Great Britain  leaving the scheme between February  1990
and January I99I'  and shows that  588 of  leavers were
unemployed three months later,  while  348 had found jobs
(including  128 who were seLf-employed or workinE part-
time).  These figures  are rather  worse than those for  the
period up to  July  1990. Some 43E of  leavers said that
during their  time on ET they had worked towards a
qualiflcation,  while  578  had not  (Unemploynent  Unit
19921 .
The Job Interview  Guarantee  Scheme was faunched as a
national- programme in  December 1990, and by April  1991
was avaiLabte in  most areas of  Great Britain.  In  the next
six  months, nore than 66 thousand unenployed  people had
used the scheme, and some 25t had been placed in  jobs.
(rbid.  )
The Restart  scheme offers  help to  people who have been
26unemployed for  6 months or more. Of the 435, 688 people
who attended the effectively  compulsory  Restart  Interview
between April  and June 1991, about 18 were placed in
jobs,  and a further  l-68 were referred  to  other  Government
schemes. The Restart Course is  afso effectively
compulsory for  claimants who have been unemployed for  two
years or more, and have not taken up the offer  of  a
training  place:  three quarters of  people starting  the
Course i.n the six  months to  June 1991 had arransed a
rlf^l  I  ^,,  ,,^il  /rr-^- lvrrvw  u1, ,  lvrreroploffllent  Unit,  1991  a.  )
Employment Actlon aims to provide an integrated  work
experi-ence, training  and job-search  packaqe for  adults
unemployed for  more than six  months. The first  entrants
joj.ned the scheme in  October 1991,'help for  30,000
appJ,icants i*s planned by March 1992. (PQ 1991 c. )
2.2". YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
Many of  the educationaf  innovations of  the past decade
have related  to  the growing official  interest  i-n young
people as workers, in  the context of  the "vanishing youth
Iabour market",  (Ashton and McGuire 1983.) The Technical
and Vocational Education Initiative,  for  example, was
introduced in  1988 in  order Lo stimul-ate crrrri_cula
changes which would make education in  schools,  "more
relevant  to  working fife",  (Enpl-o\rment  Minister,  John
Cope, quoted in  Employment Gazette Vol.97,  p,57.)
Youth Training  replaced the former "yTS" scheme in  ,June
1990, which in  turn  had replaced the youth Opportunities'
Programme  in  1983. At  the time YTS was introduced,  it  was
presented as an important new chance for  young people to
gain hlgh-quality  training  for  up to  two years,  and
vocational  qualifications.  fn  fact,  it  never lost  its
controversial  image as a resource for  unemployed young
people who could find  nothing better  to  do,  and -  in  the
eyes of  some observers and participants  -  a source of
27cheap unskilled  labour for  employers, and a rneans of
removing numbers of  young people from the unemployment
register.  It  incorporated an equal opportunities  policy'
but extensive  monitoring by the Training Agency
(formerly,  Manpower Services Commission, )  demonstrated
that  existing  inequalities  in  the labour market were
reflected  in  the experience of  trainees.
Data relating  to  the operation of  YTS were published
regularly  by the Training Agency, and in  the Department
of  Enployment's  Employment Gazette. Provisional  figures
for  31 March 1990 indicated  that  359.5 thousand young
people were in  training,  on the YTS. How well  the  scheme
appears to  have performed depends crucially  on the period
chosen for  analysis,  and on the assumptions  behind
various categories of  outturn.  The "YTS 100? Follow-Upt
Leavers Survey" was the Training Agency's monitoring
system for  the sciteme. On the basis of  the evi-dence
provided by this  survey, it  has been officially  cfaimed
that  over 858 of  young people who completed their
training  job went into  jobs,  further  education or
training,  while  658 gain a vocational  qualification'
However, for  the perlod between JuIy  1987 and June 1989,
onty  60.98 of  YTS leavers had full-tirne  employment,  three
months after  leaving;  3.58 had part-time  jobs,  3.58 had
gorre into  ful1-tirne  education, and 16.24 were unemplo1refl.
only  36.4? had left  YTS with  a qualification,
(Unemployment Unit  1990a, P.1).
A further  factor  which complicates the statistics  is  the
number of  young people who 1eft. the course early.  The
Training Agency survey produced about a 52? response
rate:  results  in  the middle of  1990 showed that,  of  ttiose
who replj-ed,  66.7? were in  work, and 148 were unemployed.
However,  these fiqures  include trainees  who have simply
moved from one scherne to  another, and exclude those who
failed  to  complete their  scheme. Between ,January 1988 and
December 1,989, 66.62 of  YTS l-eavers were early  leavers;
28reasons  included:  getting  a ful1-time  job  (43.5E), going
on another YTS (9.88),  illness  (4.59),  and dj-smissal
(7.9E). Reasons which reflect  directly  on the value of
the scheme as perceived by participants  include:  "not
getting  the training  needed" (14.68),  "unhappy with  the
way scheme run"  (15.68),  and "not getting  help/advice
needed" (7.4*\.  Nearly a quarter of  early  leavers said
that  they had left  partly  or wholly as a result  of  the
low rate  of  pay (23.48)  (Unemployment Unit  1990b, p.5).
The new YT scheme has been heralded as,  and is  designed
to  be, more closely  linked  t<l the needs of  employers than
i-ts precursor.  One of  the airns of  the  scheme is  to  secure
the "cost-effective  delivery  of  the Governmentrs Youth
Training Guarantee", i.e,  to  ilnplement the existing
guarantee of  a training  place to  all  school-leavers not
in  ernployment or  full-time  education at  less  cost to  the
Exchequer by stimulating  greater participation  and
funding from the private  sector.  The role  of  Training  and
Enterprise Councils (TECs) is  central  in  promoting and
negotiating  the scheme.
There are four  respects in  which these schemes are
rel"evant to  consideration of  the social  exclusion
confronting  young people. Firstly,  there  is  the question
of  their  effectiveness  in  overcoming youth unemployment,
and providing  young people with  the real  training  they
need to  enter the job market. Criticisms  have included
those outlined  above: poor quality  of  training  offered,
no guarantee of  a real  job  at  the end of  the course, high
Ievels  of  disappointment and drop-ouf_ among participants,
and so on. Secondly, there is  evidence of  dissatisfaction
with  the l-evel of  pay offered:  to  what extent are low
rates of  pay on YTS and YT keeping young people and their
families  on the margins of  poverty?
Thirdly, there is  the problern of the group of young
people who do not at.tend the schene,  and who "disappear"
29from the statistics,  only to  reappear in  the debate about
homelessness and begging. An attempt by a youth
unemployment  pressure glroup to  estimate the numbers of
young people actually  unemployed  but  excluded  from the
official  unemployment  figures  concluded that  during
January 1990, about 18'000 young unemployed  people
received some form of  assistance  or  temporary aid,  but
45,000 were receiving  no assistance  at  alL  (Unemployment
Unit  1990c), Attendance on a training  scheme has been
virtuatty  compulsory for  16 and 17 year-olds since the
Social Security Act  198B removed qeneral entitl-ement  to
Income Support from unemployed  under-18s  -  a change
justified  on the grounds of  discouraging  benefi-t
dependency in  the Young.
Final1y,  there  j-s the question of  the extent to  which the
cl-ass and/or income background  of  the young people
coincides with  or  is  relevant  to  attendance  on YT. No
official  attempt is  made to  coflect  statistics  which
would provide information  about the class background  of
participants,  but  one study has tried  to  establish  the
"inner  city  dimension" of  the youth labour market, using
1981 Census data,  and data from the Youth Cohort Study of
England and Wa1es, (Gray et  al.1990).  The social
characteristics  of  the areas where respondents had
attended school were classified  according to  six  social
disadvantage indj-cators,  (unemployment, ethnic
background,  household amenities,  family  structure,  family
size  and "Low"c1ass), and one measure of  advantage -
"hiqh"  social  class.
By this  means a sample of  Cohort Study respondents were
identlfied  wlth  "inner  city"  disadvantage, and their
routes through YTS and into  work were compared with  non
j-nner-city  respondents. The resufts  showed that  living  in
the inner-city  di-d not significantly  affect  take-up of
further  full-time  educati'on or YTS: for  YTS, the  key
variabfes  were differences  in  educationaf attainment,  in
30social  background, ethnic background, and gender.
However,  "being in  the  'inner-city'  did  appear to  matter
with  respect to  gaining a full-time  job or being
unemployed."  (Ibid.  p.463.)
Some 300,000 young people in  Great Britain  were attending
Youth Training  schernes in  February 1992. The YT National
Follow-up Survey results  for  April-September  1990 show
that  658 of  respondents had found jobs,  478 had gained a
qualification,  and 208 were without  jobs or  further
training,  (Unemployment Unit  19921. More recent figures
suggest that  838 of  those completing their  training  found
jobs or places in  further  training  or  education. In  an
attempt to  ease the transitions  between education and
training,  encourage more young people to  undertake job-
related  courses at  or  after  schoof, and give,  "business
leaders ..  a greater  say in  the way schools and colleges
prepare young people for  working 1ife",  a package of
measures  was launched in  1,991- incorporat-i-ng  new kinds of
qualification  and an expanded roLe for  TECs, (DE L99Lc,
p.326.1
Partly  as a response to  controversy  about the situati.on
of  16 and 1"7 year-olds who were unable to  find  a YT
place,  and had no work, the Departrnent of  Socia1 Security
undertook a proqranme of  research designed to  establish
the effectiveness  of  the Severe Hardshi-p Payment  scheme,
(DSS 1991 a, p.47.)  The survey commi-ssioned from MORI
found that  young people most at  risk  of  hardshj-p were
receiving  the payments, but that  the system should be
improved. Payments in  September L991 were more than
double the total  for  the equivalent period  in  1990, and
some observers bel-ieve this  reflects  a growing crisis  for
I'excluded youth",  (Unemployment Unit  1991 b;  Kirk  et  al.
1991). The official  view is  that  this. reflects
inprovements to the schene introduced in response to
MORI's f i.ndings.
312.3.  EDUCATION
Pol-icies i-n the field  of  primary and secondary education
since 1988 have focused firstly,  on introducing  elements
of  competition and consumer  choice into  the local
provislon  of  state  education; and secondly,  on the
introduction  of  a National Curriculum, formal tests  and
more "tradi-tional"  forrns of  teaching at  pri-mary J'eve1'
The apparent contradiction  between the concentration of
control  in  the centre,  and devolution of  power to  parents
was mentioned in  Chapter 1;  (see Glennerster  et  aI'  pp'
394ff . I
UKfiguresforschoolfeavers'examinationachievements
in  19BB/89 are included at  Tabfe 7.  In  L989/90,55'7  I  of
16 year-o1ds in  England and Wales intended to  stay on at
school, or  undertake some other  fulI-tine  further  or
hj.gher education; another 108 left  school for  Youth
Training,  whj-l'e 27.t2  were "available  for  employment"
(CSO 1992' P.59.)
The far-reaching  changes introduced by the Education
Reform Act  198B are being implernented progressively,  and
it  is  too soon to  assess the impact they may have on the
opportunities  open to  school-age children'  In  November
Lg91., the Secretary of  State for  education made public
the resul-ts of  the first  national  tests  of  seven-year-
olds:  about 252 of  those tested were unable to  read
adequately. These findlngs  fuefl-ed the debate which has
surrounded a report  on the standard of  teaching in
primary schools, rel-eased in  January 1992, (DES 1992):
"Both Labour and the Tories cfaimed their  views were
vindicated  in  a report  on teaching in  primary
school-s.  The government said lt  confirmed the danage
done by 'trendy'  teaching methods. Labour said it
confirmed that  tweve and a half  years of  Tory rule
had lowered education standards."  (Economist,  25
JanuarY L992, P.29.'l
During the l-ate 1,9?0s, debate about class bias  in  higher
32education was stimul-ated by the work of  a national  survey
in  1912,  and subsequent work undertaken by Halsey and
his  associates (Halsey et  al.  1980), The same issues were
explored by Williamson, using OECD data in  1981, to  argue
that  the phenomenon of  cfass bias  was persistent  and
widespread.  More recent analyses  have concentrated on low
income, rather  than class as a key variable  in  the access
debate: in  1988, Low, for  example, found that  those from
the l-owest income l-evel-s were six  times Iess likely  than
those with  the highest incomes to be enrolled  in  higher
education,  (Low 1988). The contlnued association of
social- cfass background  and higher educational attainment
has been demonstrated  by figures  in  the most recent
General Househol-d Survey, for  1989, (OPCS 1991, pp. 20-
24.)
The educational  maintenance  system, on which students
prinarily  depend, is  designed to  equalize chances once a
place in  higher education has been achieved. However,  a
review of  evidence collected  from local- Citi-zen's Advice
Bureaux in  1991, suggested that  the Government's  benefit
policy  towards students, coupled with  the lack of
available  vacation jobs,  night  have the opposite effect
of  contributing  to  the exclusion of  children  from poorer
backgrounds  from higher education.
"Barriers  to  undertaking or  continuing  studies
NACAB is  concerned that  the  withdrawal- of  benefits,
combined with  the  lack  of  jobs,  is  acting  as  a
disincentive  to  study  for  poorer  students.  fn  a
number of  cases  reported  to  CABx,  prospective
students  are  deterred,  and  existing  students  are
considering  giving  up  -  simply  because of  Iack  of
money. . . . . In  direct  conflict  with  the  government I s
policy  to  increase student  numbers, this  could  not
only  undermine  eguality  of  access  to  higher
education, but  also coul-d reduce the pool of  ski-l1ed
and educated workers which will  be  needed in  the
future.  (NACAB 1991,p.10.  )
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3.1.  HOUSING
The impact of  general  housing policies  in  relation  to
sociaf  exclusion,  and their  interaction  with  unemployment
and recession  in  the  economy, are  seen at  their  most
dramatic  in  the  figures  for  homelessness and mortgage
repossessions. The growj-ng visibility  of  young homefess
people in  the  streets  has become the  most common  image
for  exclusion  from the prosperity  enjoyed by the well-off
in  Britai-n.  The  fundamentaf  housing  policies  of  the
current  Government involve  encouragement of  individual
home-ownership,  decreasj.ng locaf  authority  provision  of
housing, and encouragement to  housi-ng associations  as the
providers  of  Low cost housing.
"More people own their  own homes. Over two-thirds  of
dwellings  are  now owner occupied'"  (cSO 1992, p'
145.  )
Nearly 16 million  people owned the homes they lived  in  in
1991, more than doubte the  number for  t961';  672 of  the
housing stock was i-n owner occupation. Nearly 1.5 nillion
counci-l houses were sold  to  tenants  in  the  1980s; 5'3
million  local  authority  or  new town dwellings  remain'
Something  over  1  mitlion  dwellings  were classified  as
unfit  for  human habitation  in  1986 -  the  most  recent
available  figures .  (CSO 1992, Ch.8 . )
statistics  relating  to  households accepted as homeless in
Great  Britaj-n  in  1989 and  1990,  and  to  reasons  for
homefessness in  the  second quarter  of  1988 and 1991 (for
England only)  are  in  Tables 4  and 5  in  Annex A'  In  the
secondquarteroflggl,4300householdswereacceptedas
34homeless because of  mortgage arrears  -  389 more than  1n
the  equivalent  period  in  1990.  Numbers of  mortgage
repossessions,  of  course, only  represent the  visible  end
of  the  hardship created for  families  by  the  increasing
cost  of  increasing  nurnbers of  mortgages.  The 1989 OPCS
survey  of  living  standards during  unernplolrment  showed
that  people who suddenly confront  reduced incomes do not
dj-vest themsefves of  their  property  in  the order  in  which
they  acquired it.  Fi-rst  of  all,  they  cut  down on  food,
clothing  and entertainment,  (Heady and Snyth 1989.)
Census figures  indicate  that  some 2,700 people in  England
and Wafes were sleepi-ng rough in  April  1991, -  nearly  half
of  then  in  London  (CSO 1992,  p.145. )  Numbers of
mortgages, arrears  and  repossesslons  between 1981 and
L991 are at  Tab1e 6.  The figure  for  properties  taken into
possession  1n 1991 -  36.6 thousand -  is  based on mortqage
lenders returns  for  only  the  first  half  of  the  year,  and
compares with  16.6 thousand for  1990. Arrears  are showing
the  same steepfy  upward pattern,  (CSO 1992, p-.154.) The
Council- of  Mortgage Lenders has attributed  this  increase
to  the  recession  in  the  housing market,  with  rapidly
increasing mortgage interest  rates  causing,
"  -  substantial  difficulties  for  many borrowers, and
added to  the  pressures  faced by  those  with  other
problems,  such  as  ill"ness  or  relationship
breakdown... The growth in  unemployment affects  the
situation  in  two ways -
a)  It  is  clearly  more difficult  for  those  who
become unemployed  to  meet their  mortgage palrments,
especially  where income support is  not available;
b)  The effect  on housebuyer confidence 1s helping
to  keep the  number of  transactions  in  the  market at
a  low  level...  fn  the  past,  borrowers  having
difficulties  in  meeting their  repayments u'ere able
to  sell  their  dwelling  and  purchase  a  cheaper
one..."  (Council of  Mortgage  Lenders 1991.)
35The urgent need for  poticies  to  alleviate  these problems
has  been  recognized  in  a  number  of  Government
initiatives.  In  relation  to  homelessness, the  Government
announced a  one-off  allocation  of  Lt32  nillion  in
Novernlcer 1990, to  alleviate  homelessness in  tondon and
South East  -  the  most recent  of  a  series  of  emergency
allocations,  including  the  three-year  "rough  sleepers'
initiative"  launched in  June 1990. Altogether,  some f'397
rnillion  have been devoted to  this  i-ssue since  Novernber
1989. The funds were of  course welcomed in  principle  by
organizations  working with  homeless people: criticisms  in
the press and from pressure groups focused on the  l-ack of
resources offered  to  areas  other  than  London; unclear
objectives  for  the  money; and  the  obvious  disparity
between the  scale  of  the  problem  identified  by  some
research,  and the  numbers of  new lettings  implied  by the
funds.  (Roof Sept-Oct L991, pp.17-19;  Foster and Burrows
1991, p.  30-31-. )
Mortgage arrears  have afso  been the  subject  of  recent
policy  initiatives.  In  November 1991', the  Government
worked out  a  scheme with  housing associations,  whereby
theywouldrentcurrentlyemptyrrepossessedproperties'
and  let  them out  to  homeless families  in  temporary
accommodation.  At  the  end  of  the  year,  negotiations
between mortgage fenders and the Government resulted  in  a
package which meant that  interest  payments nade on behalf
of  Income Support claimants would be paid directly  to  the
Ienders,  in  return  for  a  nunloer of  concessions by  the
companies.  In  particular  ,  if  repossession  seemed
inevitable,  lenders  would  attempt  to  arrange  for  the
repurchase of  the  house by  themselves or  a  housing
assocj.ation,  leaving  the  former  owners  in  sjtu  as
tenants,  (Economist  2l' Decernbet I99I'  p.21-28')
In  addition,  the  Government  has  atternpted to  . put  life
into  the  housing market by  suspending  the  18 stamp duty
on house purchases up to  9250,000 (19 December); and in
January  Lgg2'  some  building  societies  decided
unilaterally  to  lower  mortgage interest  rates,  to  the
36especiaL benefit  of  the first  time buyer.
ft  is  too soon to  evaluate the effects  of  these measures,
although  some popular  newspapers promptly  announced  the
rebirth  of  the  housing market  in  the  South East.  The
statistics  produced by  the  Council- of  Mortgage lenders
are  the  best  indicator  of  what is  happening to  arrears
and repossessions, and the  first  relevant  set  will  be
available  in  the autumn of  1992.
Healthy housing.
Apart  from  the  attempts  which have been made to  link
Census data  on  poor  housing  to  other  indicators  of
disadvantage, w\ich  will  be discussed below, a number of
studies  have  suggested  a  direct  connection  between
inadequate housi-ng and  poor  health.  Historically,  of
course,  there  has  been  no  argument  about  the
relationship:  it  has  been cl_aimed tirat  the  Victorian
engineers who install-ed  rnains drainage in  British  cities
and homes had a  greater  impact on  the  nationrs  health
than  the  discovery  of  penicillin.  And today,  there  ls
little  dispute  about  the  importance of  environmental
health.  Some local  authorities  working  on  poverty
strategies  in  the  '80s  included  environmental  health
indicators  in  their  discussion  of  housing need (Balloch
and Jones 1989, p.42):  Bolton,  for  example, in  plann:_ng a
housing strategy  for  the  Borough, looked  at  l_eveLs of
pollution  in  relation  to  EC  standards,  as  well  as
"traditional"  environmental_  health  issues  like
infestation  and  food  standards,  (Bolton  Metropol_itan
Borough 1986, p.38. )
But research interest  in  directly  unhealthy  dwelli_ngs has
revived more recently,  following  the post-War period  when
the massive slun cl-earance progranunes were assumed to
have removed the  worst  health  hazards, and the  National
Health Service would do the  rest.  A review of  literature
37on research into  the  links  between poor housing and poor
health  suggested  that  residents  of  the  worst  housing on
no  longer  "new" estates  in  some of  the  most deprived
areas  of  Britain  experience  above average  l-evel-s of
respiratory  disease and cold-related  i1l-hea1th,  and that
these  problems  are  especially  marked among children,
(Bl-ackman et  al.  1990)  .
The special  health  probJ-erns  of  homefess people have also
been the  focus of  a number of  studies.  A joint  report  by
the  British  Medical Association  and the  Health Visitors
Association  focused  on  the  physical,  emotional  and
developmental  effects  of  temporary  acconmodation  on
children,  (BMA/IIVA 1989l';  and  the  heal-th  needs  of
"hidden",  single  homel-ess people  were  examined irr  an
evaluation  of  two Government-sponsored  pilot  projects  in
London, (Wi11ians and Al]en  1989).
3.2 .  HEALTH
A health  strategy  for  Engfand was set  out  in  199:t j-n a
consultative  document, presented  to  Parliament  by  the
Secretary  of  State:  The Health  of  the  Nation,  (Green
Paper 1991.)  This  docurnent was based on the  proposition
that  the  reformed NHS, and the  new strategic  role  of
health  authorities,  set  the stage for  a targeted  approach
to  improvernents in  health
trIt  sets  in  train  the  generation,  effectlvely  for
the  first  time  in  England, of  national  and locaf
health  objectives  and  targets  within  a  strategic
framework." (Green Paper 1991, p.iv.)
Separate  approaches  were prepared for  Scotland, Wales and
Northern Irel-and by the other heal-th departments.
The  document represents  an  inportant  staqe  in  the
development  of  the monj.toring and review functions  of  the
NHS Management Executive.  A  strategic  approach to  NHS
research  and  development was  also  announced, and  a
38framework published  soon  after  the  rnain  consultative
document,  (NHS Management  Executj-ve,  1991).  Both
publications  emphasize  the  development  of  outcome
measures, evaluations  of  effectiveness  including  cost-
effectiveness,  and the need for  coordination  and rational
planning.
Health policy  aims to  promote good health,  prevent  bad
health,  and  maximize the  effective  use  of  resources
al-located  to  health  service  provision.  Indicators  of
success include  throughput  (the  number of  cases dealt
with  by  services),  uptake  (the  extent  to  which services
are  used by  people  needing them),  and outcome (  the
result,  in  terms of  improved health  and quali-ty  of  life,
of  treatnent).  The  concentration  of  poor  health,
disability,  chronic  or  repeated sickness or  early  death
in  identifiable  qroups would have obvious  implications
for  the deployment  of  resources.
The  basic  national  healt.h  indicators  all  reflect
improvements in  nutrition,  housinq,  hygiene  and health
care  which  have developed since  the  beginning  of  the
century.  Life  expectancy,  (estimated at  '71.9 years  for
males and 77.6 for  females born in  L986,) is  expected to
risei  perinatal  and  infant  mortality  both  declined
sharply  between 1900 and 1960, and although both  trends
levelled  off  in  the  1980s, this  nay be  attributable  to
the  smalf  room left  for  improvernent, (CSO 1990, p.II2).
Deaths analysed by selected causes showed marked overaLL
Lmprovements in  1988  over  1951  in  rel-ation  to
respiratory,  infectj.ous  and  afI  other  di-seases except
circul-atory  di-seases (which accounted for  nearly  a  half
of  all  deaths in  L988), and cancer. National  debates in
the late  1980s centred on food-related  di-sorders: medical
concern nationally  focused on heart  disease,  the  spread
of  HIV,/AIDS, and substance and alcohol  abuse.
Some statistics  which measure the  impact of  the  health
39services  in  ensuring  the  nation's  health,  and  equal
access to  health  and health  care are incl-uded in  the most
recent  edition  of  Social  Trends. In  general,  the  figures
continue  to  show  improvements in  relation  to  life
expectancy, potentially  avoidable  deaths,  and nutrition
for  the population  as a whole. But these health  galns are
not  experienced equally  by  everyone.  Infant  mortality,
for  example,  is  not  evenly  distributed  across  the
population:
"..in  1990 the  infant  mortality  rate  Ifor  t-he UK]
fell  to  ?.9 per thousand live  births,  representing a
fall  of  one third  compared with  1981. Despite these
improvement  in  infant  mortality,  differences  bethteen
th;  social  classes  remain-  Rates  are  higher  for
those whose fathers  are  in  the  unsk11led or  semi-
skilled  groups..  Indeed, infant  mortality  rates  were
over  three  quarters  higher  among babies  whose
fathers  were unsk1lled than those whose father  had a
professional  occupation. "  (cso 1992, p'  1'23')
Figures  for  chronic  il-lness  and disability  among adults
in19B9-goalsoindicatehea}thdivisionsalongclass
lines.  Data from the  General Household survey  (GHS) show
that  reported  prevalence rates  for  a  range of  long-term
conditions  is  usually  hlghest  among unskilled  manual
respondents, and lowest  among the  "professional"  group'
The cornmentary  notes  that  a  sinil'ar  pattern  has  been
observed since  1972 (CSO !992'  p.!26).  The most recent
edition  of  the  GHS explains the probfens with  the  kind of
self-reported  and subjective  assessments on which these
rates  are based. Nevertheless,
r' -  for  certain  purposes it  is  more appropriate  to
measure people's  perceptions  of  health  than  their
clinical  - condition.  Perceptj-ons  are  thought,  for
exampLe, to  be nore meaningfully  related  to  demand
for  health  services.  They aLso prcvide  a  fuller
picture  of  the health  of  the population  tha4 can be -obtained from  existing  clinical  or  adrninistrative
records. . "  (OPCS 1991, P- 99)
WhiIe  acknowledging that  there  are  difficulties  in
interpreti-ng  this  kind  of  data,  a  range of  commentators
40i-ncluding medical experts as well  as the  "Poverty Lobby"
have argued for  a  proqranme of  research  and  targeted
provision  which would break the  link  between low  income
and poor  health,  (see for  example, Davey Smith et  al.
1990;  Cole-Hamilton  1991. )  Most  recently,  a  study
undertaken by the  Food Commission  and National  Children's
Home looked at  the  food-buying behaviour of  a  national
sample of  famifies  living  on fow incomes. The nutritionaL
value of  the families'  choice of  foods,  and their  reasons
for  the choice were explored in  interviews.
The study  found that  no  child  or  parent  in  the  survey
was eating  a healthy  diet;  that  healthy  food costs  more;
that  despite spending a large  proportion  of  their  incomes
on  food,  these  families  spent  Less than  the  national
averaqei and that  poor diet  correl-ated directly  with  food
expenditure.  There was no evidence to  suggest that  these
families  were ignorant  about what a  healthy  diet  would
be,  (NCH 1991).  Family Expenditure data  for  1990 shows
that  two-parent  two-chil-d familles  with  incomes of  L2i5  a
week or  less  spent  on  average at  least  202 of  their
income on food,  compared with  (at nost)  an average of  14?
for  families  with  incomes of  t550  or  more;  but  still
spent nearly  one fifth  less  than  the  nationaL  average,
(CSO 1991, Table 1-1. )
Hea1th reforms  in  1990/91 have  focused  on  improved
efficiency  in  the  NHS.  Legislation  introducing  an
internal  market in  health  care was passed i_n JuIy  1990,
and took  effect  from April  1991.  There have been some
preliminary  studies  of  how the  reforms  appear  to  be
working:  some waiting  lists,  but  not  all,  are  falling;
"throughput"  has  increased  in  some treatment  areas;
patient  satisfaction  with  semi-j-ndependent  NHS trust
hospitals  seems to  have increased,  (Economist, 1B ,January
1992, p.25.)  However, it  is  too  soon f,o say accurately
how far  the  reforms will  change the pattern  and nature of
services,  and some of  the  factors  which have been hailed
4,Las 'rimprovementsr' -  such as the  i.ncrease in  the  number of
patients  treated  -  may have little  or  no connection with
the reforms ( The Guardian newspaper, 7 February  1992.1
As part  of  the  "Cj"tizen's  Charter"  exercise,  a "Patientrs
Charter"  has  been devised,  and  widely  distributed  in
England  (DH 1991).  This  interprets  the  aims  of  the
Charter  in  the  context  of  the  health  services,  and has
the  characteristics  already described i-n relation  to  the
main document. It  sets out  the  "seven existing  rights"  to
health  care,  and  adds  three  new ones:  the  right  to
information,  to  treatment  in  under  two  years,  and  to
complain. And it  establishes  "nine  standards of  servj:ce"
-  to  be monitored,  presumably, by  reference  to  patilent
complaints -  which do indeed represent  a  description  of
ways in  which  treatment  coul-d be  l-ess  unpleasant  or
degrading. What it  does not  do j-s talk  about supply or
distribution.
3.3.  URBAN POLICY
The association  of  decaying urban centres  with  multiple
deprivation  has been the subject  of  concern to  successive
governments  for  at  least  two  decades.  A  series  of
policies  designed to  regenerate  the  inner  cities  have
been implemented, and commitment to  "Action  for  CitiesI
was restated by the present government in  1988.
Throughout the  | 80s,  much of  the  evidence  for  the
condi-tion  of  life  of  people  i-n  inner  urban  areas  was
derived  from the  "Z-score"  analysis  of  1981 census data'
Sultable  indicators  for  a  slmj-1ar exercise  using  1991
data  are  being  developed by  the  Department of  the
Environment, and the  resuf ts  will  be published latelLhis
Recent evidence relating  to  the  extent and nature of
urban deprivation -  one indicator of  the well-being of
42the  inner  cities  -  was  provided  by  the  "Breadline
Britain"  survey (decribed in  Chapter 4).  Responses from a
sample of  people  living  in  deprived  urban  areas  were
separately analysed in  order  to  establish  their  material
circurnstances  and their  perceptions  of  the  quality  of
life  available  to  them.
"The  cumulative  impact  of  this  environmental,
material,  health  and  empl-oyment deprivation  j.s
marked in  terrns of  the  psychological  well-being  of
those living  in  the  inner  cities.  Three in  five  say
they  feel-  poor  all  the  time  (2OZ) or  sometimes
(408) .  Fu1ly 50? feel  that,  Iooking back over their
adult  life,  they  have  lived  in  poverty  by  the
standards of  that  time.  One in  three  feel  depressed
due to  lack  of  money, and one in  five  express a lack
of  hope for  the  future.  one in  three  (322) say there
have been times in  the past year when they have felt
isolated  and cut  off  from other  people because of
Lack of  money." (Gosschalk  and !'ra\man 1991, p.400.)
The problems of  the  inner  cities  -  industrial  decline,
high unemployment,  homelessness and poor quality  housing,
1ow educational achievement,  poor environment,  and so on
-  are  thrown  into  sharp  refief  in  London by  the
inequality  which exists  there.  llhile  a proportion  of  the
residents  enjoy  a  high  and rising  standard of  living,
other  fanilies  with  the  Iowest  incomes may have  seen
their  opportunities  and surroundings decline  (see,  for
example, Low Pay Unit  1992, p.15-16.)
The Action  for  Cities  Progranme,  launched in  1988, was
represented as a coordinated  attack  on 57 areas of  inner-
city  decline  by  a  number  of  central"  government
departments. Components in  the  Proqramme have included
the  transfer  of  locaI  training  responsibiLities  to
"industry  and  business-led"  Training  and  Enterpri.se
Councils;  support for  Urban Devel-opment Corporations,.  the
setting  up  of  Task  Forces  and  City  Action  Teamsi a
revamped Urban  Progranme, with  increased  emphasis  on
economic development; a  range of  grants  targeted  on the
priorlty  areas.  The majority  of  the  key measures  emergedfrom the  Department of  Employment,  the  (then)  Departnent
of  Trade  and  Industry,  and  the  Department of  the
Environment.
Figure  3  is  adapted from  Co-operation
the  cover  of  a  brochure  COMPETITION
Produced  bY  the  city  action  teams
Department  of  the
Environment,  describing 
E s r  A T E  A c r  r  o N
the  latest  set  of  inner
city  initiatives,  "City  opportunity
charlengett  ' 
raunched  by  in partnership  with locar  business
Michael  Heselti-ne,  then
Secretary  of  State  for
the  Environment,  1n  May city  action  teams
1991  (DOE  1991).  It
includes  many of  the  key  communtty  comnit
phrases, and actors  which  m e n t
have figured  ln  the  range
of  policies  introduced by  Private sector Housing Renelta-l
this  Government i  housing associations
partnership  with  local
business' the  ::]::::  crrY  GRANr sector  and  housing  vr  I r
associationsi  action,  DERELICT  LAND GRANT
commitment  and
opportunity.  But while  it  concenrrarlon
retains  a  number of  the
same features  as  before,  city  action  teams
it  is  put  together  as  a
new "comprehensive  action  opportunity
progranme",  designed  to
breathe  life  back  into
the  urban policles  of  the
rare  1eB0s,  ,nr..r'-- "";.  ;i8;l?"i""iP 
with locar business
seen by  some observers to
be  flagging,  (see,  for
example,  GosschaLk  andFrayman 1991.) It  also,  cruci.ally,  gives a higher profile
to  collaboration  with  l-ocal qovernment.
The programme is  built  around three principles:
*  cooperation
Authorities  which  participate  are  expected  to  put
together  integrated  area development p1ans, involving  a
wide  range of  locaf  actors,  and enter  into  a  contract
with  central  qovernment and the  other  "key  partners"
the  Housing Corporation,  the  private  sector,  and other
local- participants  -  about implementation.
*  concentration
Since  the  1960s,  the  noti.on  of  area-based positive
discrimination  has been part  of  urban policy.  Targeting
areas  in  greatest  need  can  provide  models  and
encouragement for  others,  while  providing  the  impetus for
change which may reverse apparentty  inescapabl-e  decline.
*  competition
This principle  is  perhaps the newest of  the three  in  this
context:  in  an attempt to  get  away from "the  mechanical
alfocation  of  urban  resources ",  based  presumably on
demonstrabfe need, the  Government  has instituted  a system
of  competitive bidding  for  frrnds under the  proqramme. In
the  first  round,  ei-even authorities  out  of  the  fifteen
lnvited  to  appty  -a11  of  them, urban priority  areas
were successfu].
Each of  the  successful authorities  will  receive  on
average f,7.5 nj-llion per annum for  five  years, drawn from
existing government  progranmes: Estate Action, the Urban
45Proqramme,  City  Action  Teams  (responsible  for
coordlnating  government  support  for  the  chosen
authorities),  City  and Derelict  Land Grants,  the  Housing
Corporation  and Private  Sector  Housing Renewal. In  the
second round of  City  Challenge,  aIl  57  urban priority
areas will  be  invited  to  apply  for  funding  starting  in
L993/94;  and  although  the  promotional  literature
expresses  the  competitive  elernent  in  terms  of  the
originality  and  creativlty  of  Ih"  action  proqranme
proposed by the  authority,  it  is  not  impossible that  the
evidence which will  be available  from census data  about
the  relative  deprlvation  of  urban areas may pJ.ay a part
in  the selection.
The first,  pilot  round of  City  Challenge, and subsequent
rounds are to  be monitored and evaluated. In  addition,  at
the  end of  1992, the  resufts  of  an irnportant,  eighteen-
month study of  the  whoLe "Action  for  Cities"  initiative
will  be avaifable.
A joint  team of  researchers  from Liverpool  and Manchester
Universities  has  undertaken an  extensive  evaluation  of
all  the  components of  the  policy,  incorporating
statistigal  analysis  of  expenditure  data  from  all  the
priority  areas plus  about  60 other  areas,  and data  at
ward leveL  from Merseyside, Greater Manchester  and Tyne
and lrlear;  data  on  outcomes have been collected  using
performance measures; and surveys have been undertaken  of
]ocal  buslnesses and households, as  well  as  of  loca1
designers and deliverers  of  services.  Information  dating
back  to  79'11 has  been coflected  as  background to  the
eval-uation of  programmes operating between  L98B and 1991.
At  the  l-eveJ. of  local  government, authorities'  attenpts
during  the  'B0s  to  develop  integrated  packages of
measures to  cornbat poverty  and deprivati-on,  within  'their
rather  linited  statutory  powers, have been nonitored  by
the Association of  Metropolitan Authorities,  (Bal1och and
46Jones 1990. )  Typicalty, urban, predominantly  left-wing
authorities have been involved in  constructing "poverty
strategies" comprising income maximization for  clairnants'
local- economic development, welfare rights  advice, and
greater decentrali zation of car\71  ao< and
user-participation.  Given  t.he  organizational  problems
invol-ved in  implementing packages of  this  kind  in  the
context  of  traditional,  Iocaf  bureaucracies,  and  the
atmosphere of  constant change and attack  at  local  level
which  Government legislation  has  created,  it  is  not
surprising  that  their  achievements have been  limited.
Nevertheless, they  have been irnportant  in  promoting the
notions  of  integrated  action  and  user-control  of
services,  and  in  altering  the  centre  of  gravity  in
service provision  towards the most needy.
A11 of  this  section,  so far,  has focused on urban areas.
Targeting  particular  kinds  of  area,  like  particular
groups,  carries  the  danger  that  other  kinds  of
deprivation  will  be  overlooked.  For  this  reason,  the
Church of  England  commissioned  a  companion study  to  the
influential  "Faith  in  the  City"  -  a  study  of  urban
deprivation  published  in  1985 -  which woul-d concentrate
on the  problems of  rural  Enqland. The report,  "Faith  in
the  Countrysider',  net  with  a predictably  muted response.
Despite the evidence it  presents of  the breadth and depth
of  change in  rural  areas,  and the  Ievel- of  deprivation
experienced  by  people  left  behind  as  employment and
services  have left,  the  political  will  to  take  action
appears to  be weak at  both central, and l-ocaf levels.  The
report  describes this  as the "rural  dilemma".
47I' The scene as we have noted is  changing, and j.n one
direction:  locaf  village  employment has  declined;
housing  has  become more difficult;  schooling  has
been grouped, with  transport  needed for  it;  post
offices  and hafls  have often  been under the  threat
of  cl-osure, or  have actualJ-y closed;  local  transport
has declined  to  a  point  of  useLessness. . .  Many of
the  people who are . most affected  by  these  changes
are the feast  powerful and articu.l-ate -  "
(Archbishopsr Commi-ssion  1990, p.I24.)
The reportrs  analysi-s of  the character of  rural  politics,
and its  role  in  underplaying the  nature  and extent  of
rural  deprivation  is  partly  based on a study by Young and
Mills  (Appendj.x G  to  the  report)  which  identifies
integrated  rural  development as the  key strategy  used by
the  Countrysj-de  Commission in  coordinating  local-
government initiatives,  and combating rural  decline.
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GENERAL POLICIES: C
4.1.  SOCIAI SECIJRITY
Current  rates,  applicable  until  April  1992t  for  the
principal  j-nsurance and means-tested benefits  are  shown
in  Annex C.  The extent  to  which  the  social-  security
system is  preventing  sociaJ- exclusion,  by protecting  the
incomes  of  unemployed, elderly,  sick,  disabled  or
disadvantaged  people  at  a  level  consistent  with  the
social  heritage  of  the  communi-t.y, has traditi-ona}ly  been
measured in  the  UK in  three  main ways: by  reference  to
government statistics  on fow or  below-averaqe  incomes; in
relatlon  to  the proportion  of  the population  dependent  on
the  "safety  net"  of  the  guaranteed minimum income; and
through surveys of  perceived poverty.
An  estimated  4, l-55  thousand people  in  Great  Br:Ltain
received  income support in  t989/90'  compared with  4'2I5
thousand in  the previ.ous year,  (CSO L992, p.94.)  The next
set  of  government statistics  showing Househofds  Below
Average  Income  (HBAI),  rel-ating  to  1989,  will  be
published in  mid-1992. This bienniaL series  has been the
subject of  considerable  controversy since it  replaced the
Low Income Families  series  in  1988. Following a  "stock-
taking  review"  and consultations  with  experts  including
the  Institute  of  Fiscal  Studies,  an  official  working
group  reported  in  November 1991' (DES 1991 b. ) .  The
Secretary  of  State  for  Social  Security  announced his
acceptance of  their  recommendations  in  ful1  on  12
Decemlcer. Some 45  improvements to  the  clarity,  utility
and accuracy of  the tables  have been agreed. They will  be
published  annually  from  the  1989 figures  onwards; \979
will  be adopted as the  baseline  for  the  series;  and the
coverage of  HBAI is  to  be adjusted so that  it  relates  to
the  whole of  the  UK, and not  Great  Britain  as  in  the
49past,  (P0 1991d.  )
These changes meet a number ,cf the  points  raised  by  the
Select  Committee  on  Social  Services  (Iater,  Social
Security)  on the  new series.  However, the  Government has
not  conceded  to  the  Committee  I s  request  for  a
continuation  of  the  Low Income Families  series,  and has
repeated  its  objections  to  the  level-s  set  for  Income
Support being used as a  kind  of  poverty  line,  (DSS 1991
c,  para.7).
Nevertheless, a  report  was prepared during  1991 for  the
SeLect Committee by  the  Institute  of  Fisca1  Studies,
which attempted to  reproduce the  L988 Low fncome Famil-ies
figures  from raw ciata providecl by the DSS.
"At  an aggregate level,  the  tables  for  L9BB contj.nue
the  trend  seen in  earlier  years  of  HBAI analysis,
namely that  of  significarlt  growth in  real  disposable
income for  the  population  as a whofe, coupled with
much smaller  growth for  those on fower  incomes..."
(Soclaf Security Committee, 1991-, p.vi.)
The Committee  went on to  decluce frorn the  disaggregated
figures  that  pensioners  and  lone  parents  were  faring
relatively  worst,. but  the  Government I s  response, in  JuIy
1991t warned against  too  much reLiance  on  year-on-year
changes calculated  from  Family  Expenditure  data,  (DSS
1991 c,  para.S).  The announcement  of  improvements to  the
HBAI series  also  promises an  examination of  ways of
improving  the  basic  data  from  which  j.t  is  drawn  (pe
1991d). ft  remains to  be seen whether the  new, improved
statistics  will  satisfy  all  the  reservatj-ons which have
been expressed about the  adequacy of  official  data  for
providj.ng an insj-ght  into  the  situation  of  the  poorest
families  in  the UK; (see, for  example, Townsend 1991..)
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50innovations  have been explicitly  directed  at  correcting
efements in  the  system which  were  falli-ng  to  prevent
social  exclusion,  or  actually  creating  it.  It  could  be
argued that  government concern to  remove disincentives  to
work,  to  reduce dependency on beneflt,  and to  increase
"consumer satisfaction"  through the  Citizen's  Charter  is
relevant  to  some interpretations  of  what exclusj-on means '
However,  for  many  conmentators,  a  more  important
indicator  is  the  standard  of  life  offered  to  the
significant  minority  which is  dependent on benefi-ts,  and
the kind of  life  the benefits  "safety  net"  implies.
During  1990,  a  second "Breadline  Britaj-n"  survey  was
undertaken.  The situation  of  a national  sample of  adults
was assessed against a list  of  perceived "necessities"  of
life;  and some of  the  results  of  this  surver/ are  shown
below, in  Figure 4.
This  is  not  the  place  to  resolve  the  arguments  for  or
against the methodoloqy  used, as a means of  arrivi-ng  at  a
definition  of  "poverty".  But the  survey does provide very
usefuf  evidence about the  prevalling  view  in  Britain  of
an  acceptable minimum way of  fife,  and the  extent  to
which people on fow incomes, including  benefit  incomes,
are  thought  to  be able  to  achieve it.  Five  maln groups
were  identified  among people  lacking  three  or  more
necessities:  unemployed  or  low paid  people,  pensioners,
Ione parents and farnilies  where one member was lnfirm  or
disabled.
FinalIy,  there  have been further  evafuations  undertaken
of  the  UK Social  Fund -  the  controversial  system which,
with  Income Support premia,  was partly  intended to  fill
the  gap left  by  the  abolition  of  the  Sj'ngle  Payments
scheme (one-off  payments for  emergency  needs) in  19BB' A
preliminary  review  of  the  first  three  years  of  the
operation of  the  Fund, based on DSS statistics,  funded by
the JosePh
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"Usinq our  sample figures  we estimate  that  in  the
population as a who1e,
*  Roughly 10 million  people in  Britain  today cannot
afford  adequate housing:  for  example, their  home is
unheated,  damp or  the  older  chil-dren have to  share
bedrooms.
*  About 7  nillion  go without  essential  clothing
such as a warm waterproof coat -  because of  lack  of
money.
*  There are  approximate]-y  2.5  million  chifdren  who
are  forced to  go wj-thout at  feast  one of  the  things
they  need, l-ike  three  meafs a day,  toys,  or  out  of
school activities.
*  Around 5 rnillion  people are  not  properly  fed  by
today's  standards -  they donft  have enough fruit  or
veg.,  or  two meals a daY for  examPle.
*  About 6.5 million  people can't  afford  one or  more
essential  household  goods, like  a  fridge,  a  'phone,
or  carpets for  living  areas.
*  At  least  one of  the  necessities  which make life
worth li-ving  -  hobbies, holidays,  cefebrations,  etc.
-are  too expensive  for  about 21 nillion  people.
*  More than  31  million  people  -  over  half  the
nonrrIef ion  -  l-ive  wi-thout  minimum  financial tsvyq4e  v+v.
security:  they say they cannot save f,10 a rnonth, or
j-nsure the contents of  their  hornes, or both."
Source: Fralrman 1991, P.B-9.
52Rowntree Foundation  and published in  1991, suggested that
there  was no objective  evidr:nce to  show whether the  use
of  the  Fund was distinguishing  between more or  l-ess
serious  needs either  accurately  or  consislently,  and
therefore  whether the  government's  "targeting"  objectives
were being  met.  The authon conceded the  difficulLies
involved in  framing any scheme to  meet special,  emergency
needsi but points  to  the confusion about entitlement,  the
risks  of  leading poor peopl-e into  permanent debt  through
the  provision  of  l-oans,  and  the  reduction  in  the
resources available  under the  new scheme for  needs which
presumably  have not lessened, (Berthoud 1991, p.3),
In  ,January 7992, researchers at  the  University  of  York
completed a  three-year  stucly of  the  cperation  of  the
Socj-al Fund, commissioned by the  DSS. The publication  of
their  report  will  provide  crucial  material  for  the
evaluation  of  the  scheme inside  and outslde  government,.
so far,  publication  has been limited  to  articl-es  dealing
with  aspects of  the  early  operation of  tLre Fund, and the
way officers  arrived  at  decis;ions,  (Huby and I^laIker, l99L
a,b).
4.2.  THE PERSOT.IAL  SOCIAL SERVICES
This  section  sketches  in  the  background t:o  the  very
extensive  changes which are  taking  place  irr  the  UK, in
the organization  and defiver]r  of  social- wel-fare servrces.
LegisJ-ation  has been enacted in  the  recent  past  which
will  have a dramatlc irnpact on most of  the  functicns  of
local  government iri  the  field  of  personal  social
services:  in  the  provision  of  child  care,  as weII  as  in
relation  to  residential  care and communit_y-based services
for  frail  efderly  or disabled people.
The changes have to  be
"Welfare State" approach,
provision in  Britain  for
seen against  the  traditional
which has been the  basi.s of
some fifty  years,  and which
5:3remains popufar despite the  obvious problems which rising
costs  and  expectations  ha're  created.  The  existing
structure  of  the  personal social  services,  and the  r61e
of  the social  workers who implement them, will  be briefly
described,  followed  by  an account of  the  development of
the policy  of  "CommunitY Care".
This  poli-cy,  which  qrew  in  importance throughout  the
seventi-es and eighties,  has now become law by virtue  of
the  National  Health Service  (NHS) and Cornmunity  Care Act
1990. Demographic  change, concern about  the  rights  and
independence  of  clients,  the  rising  costs  of  residential-
care,  therapeutic  questions  -  all-  these  combined to
encourage the  development  of  community-based  alternatives
l-n lona-stav  intitutional  care.  One of  the  objectives  of uv  rvrrY  v  v\4  j
these  new  policies  is  to  broaden  the  variety  of
organizati-ons  providi-ng  social  welfare  services,  and
avoid  a  state  monopoly as  providers  while  reinforcing
focal  government's role  as the  manager and orqanizer  of
packages of  care.
Defining the limits  of  wel-fare.
In  each mernber state  of  the  European Community, and
within  each  social  policy  tradition,  the  expression
"social  welfarett carries  a range of  connotations.  In  the
United Kingdom, social  welfare  may be taken at  one leve1
to  mean only  those services  and systems which complement
the  social  security  system. At  a  more popular  level,
however, "wel-fare" is  widely  identified  with  the  Weffare
State  -with  the  whole range of  benefits  and services'
provided by  the  state  and pald  for  out  of  a rnixture  of
insurance  and  taxation,  which  are  broadly  aimed  at
promoting and preserving the health  and well-being  of  the
whoLe population.
Not  everyone in  Britain  wouLd necessarily  agree about
what  the  wel-fare  State  consi-sts  of:  everyone  would
54incl-ude  the  National  Health  Service,  the  p: incipal
pensions and benefits,  and the  personal social  services.
Most would add the  system of  state  education, and perhaps
the provision  of  public  housi-ng. But everyone would agree
about which kind of  institution  is  responsible for  it:
"To the vast majority  of  the British  population,  the
term weffare is  synonymous with  state  provision...In
reality  of  course, there  is  a fascinating  variety  of
organizational  and  economic arrangements  for  the
delivery  and funding of  welfare."  (Knapp, 1989.)
The growth in  this  fascinating  variety  is  partJ-y due to
the  encouragement given to  a new welfare  mix durinq  more
than a decade of  Conservativr: government. But it  is  also
true  to  say that  its  origins  predate the  1980s, and are
to  be found in  the  vol-untarv and private  provi-sion which
has operated in  parallel,  if  not  in  partnership,  with  the
Demography,  and the roLe of  the state.
In  common with  many other  countries  of  the  Community,  the
United Kingdom has faced a growlng  dilemma in  relation  to
the  economic support  and social  welfare  of  vulnerable,
disadvantaged and dependent  groups in  the population.  The
factors  contributing  to  this  dilemma are  repeated,  in
varying  proportions,  almost  everywhere in  Europe. Life
expectancy is  increasing,  birthrates  are fa11ing.  parents
have fewer children  who rnight support  then  in  o1d age.
Fan11y networks become l-ooser as  the  search  for  work
draws younger fanily  members away from their  birthptace;
and the  increased mobility  irnplied  by  the  Single  Market
could exacerbate  this  trend.
Attitudes  to  the  family,  and to  farniJ_y care have changed.
More and more women -  the  traditi-onal  carers  -  want and
need to  work outside the home. Marriages no longer last  a
Iifetine.  In  the  context  of  increasing  divorce  rates,
growing  numbers of  one-parent  families,  remarriages,
55.,tepchildren  -  the  "family"  is  no  longer  the  obvious
source of  long-term  care  for  frail  elderly  or  disabled
nennlc  At  the  !r-^  +L^  nnfion  nf  Inno-tefm PEUPf  E .  nL  LrrE  DdltLC  LIIttg,  Llrg  ltv  Lrvll  v!  avrlv
resj-dential  care  for  the  elderly  or  other  dependent
groups has come under increasing  criticlsm:  for  reasons
of  cost  to  the  statutory  services,  as  well  as  on
therapeutj-c and humanitarian grounds.
The Briti-sh  Government has faced a  growing bill  for  the
financial  support of  pensioners, and a  growing  i-mbalance
in  the  capacity  of  insurance-based funds to  meet it.  The
dependency ratio  -  the  ratio  of  workers paying  social
insurance  contributions  to  retired  people,  drawing
insurance-based benefits  -  is  steadily  worsening,  both
because  of  the  demographic  trends  which  have  been
mentioned, as wel-1 as unemployment.  Meanwhile, in  common
with  the  rest  of  the  population,  the  expectations  of
cl dcr'l .v  neonl c  continue  to  rise  -  particularly  in
rvvr4v
relation  to  the  provisj-on of  heafth  care.  They expect,
and have a  right  to  expect a  longer  and better-quality
life  than  their  parents.  And  the  factors  which  will
contribute  to  this  long,  good life  are  not  really  in
dispute:  adequate  income,  good  health  care  and
community-based services  for  frail  elderly  peopfe,  and
policies  on  housing  and sociaL  integration  which  wilI
cornbat the isolatj-on  which can accompany old  age.
Tn  1oa?  Drnfaq<nr  H2l<a\r  infror|trced Llt  L)w  t,  trqrosj
officj-a1  social  statistics,  "Social"
nar<^na'l  anal  rr<i  q  nf  the  imn:et  of
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56by the reLation between the  family  and the workplace
through  the  market  for  Iabour.  The institutional
division  of  labour  of  prototypic  industrialism  was
an  essential  triangle,  loining  the  family,  tl:e
economy  and the state."  (Halsey,  1987.)
Thls  "essential  triangle"  has broken under the  impact of
change, summarized here;  and the  ki-nd of  welfare  system
appropriate to  the new situation  has become a subject  for
debate.
The impetus for  change.
The 1970s saw growing strain  and confusion in  the British
welfare  system, particularly  in  relation  to  the provision
of  cash benefits;  and the  reform  of  social  security,
introduced in  1986, was desi.gned to  overcome some of  the
perceived deficiencies.  The reforms refLected the  growing
realization  that  social  assistance  was no  longer  the
comparatively  rare  recourse of  the  unfortunate,  but  a
large  and growing component  of  nati-onal household  income.
Long-term unemployment  was a najor  factor  contributing  to
this  change:  in  effect,  the  cost  of  maintaining
unemployed workers transferr:ed  to  the  social  assiscance
bil1,  once their  insurance benefits  expj.red at  the  end of
one yearIs unemployment.
The 1,990 Britlsh  Social- Atti,tudes  report  (,Jowel1 et  al.,
1990) includes material, devoted specifically  to  changing
attitudes  to  welfare.  One of  the  striking  concl,usions of
the study 1s that  public  anxi-ety over and dissatisfaction
with  the quality  of  the NHS has grown steadily  during  the
'80s,  in  parallel  with  gJrowing public  support  for
increased  expenditure  on  wel-fare  paid  from  taxacron.
Universal- services  -  Ilke  the  NHS -  remain  the  most
popular.  This finding  holds rlood for  both the  richest  and
the  poorest  members  of  the  population;  and,
interestingly,  there  is  only  one issue  studied  on which
57opinion appears to  have diverged since 1983 -
"  -  and that  is  on their  perception of  the power of
social  workers...  It  appears then  that  those  most
Iikely  to  have direct  or  indirect  contact  with  the
social  servj-ces  Ii.e.  the  poorest  people]  are
conspicuously  more  suspicious  of  their  powers. "
(Taylor-Gooby, 1990 p. 17 . )
The functions  of  the social  services.*
In  1989,  the  Chil-dren Act  introduced  very  important
reforms in  the principles  underpinning  the  administration
of  child  care cases by local  government; and in  1-990, the
National  Heal-th  Service  and  Corununity  Care  Act
established  a  framework for  chanqe 1n  the  NHS, and in
provision  for  frail  elderly  or  disabled  people.  Both of
an.".  pleces of  legistation  wj-l-L have a very  signiflcant
impact  on  the  general  responsibilities  of  SSDs which,
prior  to  the changes' were broadly as follows:
*  child  care,  i-ncluding  promotion  of  the  welfare  of
children,  the  prevention  of  child  abuse,  and  the
prevention  of  famiJ.y  breakdown  for  as  long  as  is
consistent with  the welfare of  the child;
*  welfare  services  for  elderly  and disabled  people,  and
people who are chronically  sick  -  physically  or mentally;
*  the  provision  and  regulation  of  residential
accommodation for  vulnerable  elderly  or  physically
disabled people, and people with  a mental disorder.
The Last  two  functions  cover  their  responsibilities  in
rel-atj-on to  residential  care and what has broadly  come to
be known as "cofiununily care" -  the provision  of
*  The account of  the  functions  of  the  personal  social
services which aPPears here applies  to  England and Wa1es:
sirnilar  schemes apply  in  the  rest  of  the  UK,  but
terminology  and legislation  may differ.
58community-based  services  designed  t.o  support  people
dependent on  some degree  of  personal  care,  so  that
theycontinue to  live  at  home or  in  "homely setting,s"  for
as  long  as  possi-ble. Before the  new legislation,  these
responsibilities  represented  considerab-Ie  expenditure
and manpower:
"In  198'7/88, Iocal  authorities  spent  L23OS million
on community care:  f,l18lJ million  on residential  care
and  LII61  miIllon  on  domiciliary  and  day  care
services.  SSDs empJ-oyed  232,000 staff  in  total:  5500
managers,  2'7 ,000  social  work  staff,  1100
occupational therapists,  88,200 staff  in  residential
care establi-shments, 59,500 home help  service  staff
and 27,200 staff  in  day  care  establishments.  The
vol-ume of  services provided was also  large: *  133,800 places  in  focal  authority  residential
care homes; *  46.4 mil-l-ion meals on wheel_s; and *  108,700 places  in  day  centres. "  (White  paper
1989.  )
Sociaf work.
Although  the  numbers of  so,: j-al- workers  are  relatively
sma1l, they form a highly  visible  and often  controversial
service.  In  the  child  care  fieLd,  for  example, they  are
expected to  protect  the chilcl  from abuse at  the  same tirne
as  giving  priority  to  supporting  natural  families,
respecting  the  ri-ghts  of  par:ents, and preventing  family
breakdown.  The dilemmas posed by  tfris  work,  intensified
by  a  number of  higi']ly  pubLicized  cases of  injury  to
children,  have  encouraged  English  authorities  to
articulate  their  basic  chilct  care  policies  -  many, for
the  first  tine.  Important elements j-n these policies  are
the  notions  of  inter-agency  collaboration,  and  the
participation  of  parents  and children  in  the  decisions
which affect  their  lives,  (Robbins, 1990)  .
As in  other  countries  of  the Communlty, discussion of  the
delivery  and effectiveness  of  the  social  services  in  the
UK is  bedevilled  by  the  lack  of  compJ.ete data.  SnatI
scale local  studies  suggest t.hat most users of  the  social
59services are claimants -  that  is,  they depend wholly or
partly  on benefit palments (Becker and Macpherson, 1.988),
but information about the population in  touch with social
workers is  acknowledged to be limited.  The Association of
Metropolitan Authorities  has commissioned  studies of  the
inpact of both unemplolment  and of poverty on SSDs; and a
number of  local authorities have worked to develop local
poverty strategies, which in  some cases incorporate the
advice and advocacy functions of social work (Balloch and
Jones, 1990).
These initiatives  highliqht  the paradox at  the heart of
the social workers role in relation to poor clients:  they
are expected to  deal with  and contain the effects  of
deprivation, while having very little  influence over the
distribution of resources which night combat it.
Although the ways in  which both social security benefits
and social services are provided may be seen as equally
stigmatizing  by poor people thernselves, staff  at benefit
offices and local authority social workers percej.ve their
own roles as very different.  Some SSDs have established
welfare rights  offices  to  help claimants cope with  the
very bureaucratic procedures which the benefits'  system
involves. Srnall sums of  money are available to  social
workers, (under child  care  legislation' )  to  give  as
direct  financial support to families in trouble; and some
loca1 authorities see this  as one way of  making up for
deficiencies  j.n the benefits' system.
Cooperation at  local  level  between different  statutory
agencies, and the different  sectors in the field  of care,
has been notoriously weak in  the past;  and much recent
legislation  -  for  instance, the  Children's Act  1989
-emphasizes the  need  for  close  and  effective
collaboration  between health,  education, police  and
social  services. This has become an acute problem in
relation  to  the policies  of  community care.  Long-stay
60hospitals,  run  by  the NHIJ through  Regional  HeaIth
Authorities,  have been closlng;  but  provision  "in  the
community"  to  support  the  nentally  or  physically
handicapped or  very  frail  elderly  people,  who might  in
the  past  have  been  cared  for  in  NHS residential
establishments,  has passed by default  to  local- government
-  initially,  without  specific  poJ-icies  or  extra
resources.
Important  policy  developments have  affected  all  the
functions  of  SSDs in  the  past  eighteen months, as  the
provisions  of  the  Children  Act  1989 and  the  NHS and
Community Care Act  L990 begin  to  take  effect.  Both  are
relevant  to  a  discussi-on  of  social  exclusion.  The
provisions  of  the  Chil"dren Act  bring  the  needs  and
opinions of  the child  into  the  centre  of  policy  on child
care.  They reinforce  the  notion  that  the  childrs  welfare
is  paramount in  any decision  about i-nterventioni  and that
chi l dren  arF  oeneral I v  hcst  ca196l for  within  their
famifies.  They introduce  a  new obligatj-on  on  sociaL
service  authorities  to  provide  services  which  will
promote the welfare of  "children  in  need":
"Children  in  need covers children  who need services
to  secure  a  reasonable  standard  of  health  and
development and includes  chil-dren who are  disabled.
This  broad duty,  which cornprehends and extends the
nrcsent  drrl-v 16 redUCe the  need fOr  Children  to  be
r.,ra,rnht-  i nrn  a:ra  ar  r.rr^rrah+  lrefore  the  courts  is  a
key provision. . "  (DH 1989, p.2. )
Potentially,  the policy  expressed by this  duty  appears to
offer  the  key  to  a  range of  services  which will  keep
children  with  their  farnilies,  and perhaps even break the
demonstrable l-i-nk between general  deprivati-on  and being
taken  into  the  care  of  the  state.  In  practice,  and
predictably,  social- service  authorities  are  experiencing
difficuLties  in  j.nt,erpreting  and implernenting  an  open-
ended-conmitment  of  this  kincl,  in  the  context  of  limited
resources.
6:tThe  new  legislation  on  cornmunity care  is  equally
significant  in  terms of  the  new responsibilities  laid  on
social  services  departnents to  assess need and arranqe
for  appropriate  services  to  be  supplied.  1f  confinement
in  institutions  can be  said  to  present  one unequi-voca1
kind  of  social  exclusion,  then  the  policy  of  community
care which has developed through the  1980s in  the UK must
be  crucial  in  overcoming  it.  But  here  aqain,  the  locaf
authorities  which have the job  of  implementing  the policy
are pointing  to  the  "credibility  gap" between the  broad
objectives  of  the  legislation,  and  a  practicable
i-nterpretation  of  it.
"There is  a new requirement on local  authorities  to
identify  chil-dren  in  need and care  needs in  the
communiLy of  other  people,  but  the  defini-tion  of
'needs' has been left  to  local  interpretation'  Local
authorities  will  have  to  make clear  and  open
decisions  about where and how to  draw the  line'  It
is  highly  Iikely  that  the  needs revealed wilf  have
imnl icafions  which exceed current  budgets.."  (PoIicy
Forum, 1,992 . \
4.3.  CITTZENSHIP  A}TD THE I,ANGUAGE  OF POLICY
Discussion of  the  personal  social  services  in  the  UK -
the  services  broadly  concerned with  supporting  fanilies
and  vulnerable  members of  society  -  raises  the  most
fundamental questions  of  public  morallty  and  of  the
social  rights  of  the citizen.
policies  are very often  analysed by reference to  numbers:
but  1n the  UK, at  1east,  the  language of  policy  change
and  implementation  is  of  critical  importance'  The
Ianguage of  the  marketr  for  example, brings  with  it  a
whole range of  allusions which nay or  may not  be
appropriately  apptied  to  situations  demanding
sensitivj-ty,  compassion,  generosj'ty  and  altruism'  The
personal  social  servlces  are  centrally  concerned, not
with  production,  but  with  pain.  It  may not  be the  proper
function  of  government to  supply "sympathy"  as a servlce'
62but  the tenor of' qovernment pronouncements will  certainly
be  a  crucial  factor  in  determlning  whether  it  is
generally  available.  Bourdieu  describes  the  force  of
language in  politics:  a new slogan has for  hin  a similar
significance  to  a declaration  of  war, and possesses  -
". . .  slmbolic  power -  a  power of  constituting  the
given  through utterances,  of  making people see and
believe,  of  confirming  and transforming  the  vision
of  the  world  and, thereby,  action  on the  world  and
thus the world itself,  an almost magical power which
enables one to  obtain  the  equivalent  of  what  is
obtained through force  . . . "  (Bourdieu  1.991., p.170. )
Belief  in  the legitimacy  of  the speaker is  what gives his
words  their  power,  and  government,  after  repeated
electoraL  success, has that  legitinacy.  What governments
say,  therefore,  is  not  just  a gloss on what they do,  but
a central  element in  their  doinq it.
Statements  of  government policy  which  are  directly
relevant  to  the  areas  relevant  to  this  report  have
emphas.i zed:
*  a  mixed economy of  care  -  that  is,  a  reduction  or
removal  of  the  state  I s  near-nonopoly  of  the  caring
services,  and  encouragement to  private  and  voluntary
provision;
*  care  j.n  the  conrnunity -  a  reduction  in  institutional
care  for  disabled  or  vulnerabLe  groups,  and  a
correspondlng  increase in  cornmunity-based support,.
*  targeting  -  the concentration of  resources and services
on those most in  need;
t  3  customer/contractor  split  -  a  clear  distinction,
within statutory aqencies, between those responsible for
spending the  welfare budget, and those providing the
services;
63r  quality  aaauranc€ -  an emphasis on records, planning,
inspection, assessment, monitoring, the  development of
outcome measures and performance indicators, which wiLl
make possible the  evaluation of  services in  terms of
costs and quality.
Some of  these phrases are  ambiguous -  "care in  the
community" or  "care by  the  community"?  -  or  mutually
contradictory.  Targeting,  for  example, is  hardly
consistent with  the  rrfree market" quality  of  other
principles.  They also beg many questions: resources are
to  be concentrated, at  whose expensei where costs and
quality conflict,  which is  the overriding criterion? Many
of  the  changes are  obviously for  the  better.  Noone
regrets the passing of Victorian long-stay hospitafs for
elderly people or people with disabilities.  Everyone  must
applaud the new emphasis on rational judgement irnplied by
monitoring.  But  the  fundamental drift  which  they
represent towards the "privatization"  of  functions seen
as the preserve of the state for  some fifty  years has to
be  evaluated as  a  whole, not  just  by  reference to
individual  reforms.
Britain  is  not,  of  course' alone in  seeking some new
solution to  the rising  costs of  social welfare. A study
of  changes in  the  "welfare mix"  in  nine  European
countrj.es in  1.988, found a trend towards privatization in
a number:
"The general theme is  to  move towards market
relationships.  Rather than  governmentally-provided
services,  individuals  would  purchase  current
government social  services in  the  rmarketr  where
private  firms  would  compete in  attracting
customers... The proponents of  privatization  seek
efficiency,  less  governmental  expenditures,  and
increased  choice  through  market  competition.'r
(Miller 1988, p.383. )
One of  the potential  benefits of  the market approach,
which Miller  singles out'  is  a reduction in  the social
64control  implied  by state  services.  The better-off  people
could choose to  pay for  the  level  of  service  they  could
afford,  while  poorer  people  woufd  be  provided  with
I'purchasingl power" through government grants or  vouchers.
Thus everyone would become a customer, not  a client,  and
could potentially  takes his,/her business elsewhere.
The social  control  function  of  "street-fevel  bureaucrats"
was analysed at  length by Lipsky,  in  his  study of  social
welfare workers, broadly defined,  in  the US. In  his  visw,
the  public  service  sector  :ioftens  the  impact  of  the
economic  system  on  those  who  are  not  its  main
beneficiaries,  and reduces discontent.  Where demand for
public  services  exceeds supply,  the  bureaucraci_es of
public  welfare  introduce  rationing  mechanisms. Where
clients  are unwiLling  to  comprly, they  can be coerced by
the  non-voluntary  nature  of  their  contact  with  the
system, and by the  unequal power implied  by  the  kind  of
interaction  alfowed to  them, and the  envj.ronment  in  which
it  takes  place.  Services  are  rationed  LhroucJh l-ack of
information  and lack of  tine:
ilIt  is  for  this  reason that  L/e conclude that  the
stated  intentions  of  street-1eve1  bureaucracies to
become more client-oriented,  to  recej_ve more citizen
input,  and to  encourage clients  to  speak out  ar;
often  guestionable.  . .  it  is  dysfurrctional  to  most
street-l-evel  bureaucracies  to  become  more
responsive.  (Lipsky 1980.  )
If  clients,  then,  becorne transformed into  consumers and
customers by  the  market-style  provision  of  services,  it
should  fofl-ow  that  power  becomes more  equal,  and
discontent  can  find  expression.  This,  however, is  not
necessarily  the outcome foreseen by MiIIer:
65u. .  would consumer-clients have adequate knowledge
to  make choices? Would they be well  enough organized
to  exert  political  pressure  to  improve or  change
services?  The elimination  or  reduction  of  state
provisioning  is  likely  to  lead  to  greater
inequalities  as  those  with  more private  funds  can
purchase services not  available  to  those with  meagre
governmental vouchers or  cash benefits.  The business
organizations  providing  social  services  are  J-ike1y
to  cream. The aim of  reducing  governmental social
welfare  expenditures  is  like1y  to  harm the  scope and
quallty  of  services  available  to  lower-income
i-ndividuals.  Greater  'choice'  does not  necessarily
result  in  more  equality,  adequacy and  concern'  "
(MiIler  1988, P.384.)
Some redress  for  inequality  and  disadvantage,  some
defence against  trouble  and despair,  first  aid  for  the
fanily  and support for  the informal  care of  the  community
-  these have tradltionally  been seen as the  j-deals of  the
social  services.  The needs of  the least  well-off  and most
vulnerable are their  proper concern.  How these ideals  are
to  be translated  into  practice  is  the function  of  policy'
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SPECIFIC POLIC]ES
5.1.  POLICIES I|HICH PROMOTE INTEGRATION
So far,  this  report  has focused on the  extent  to  which
policies  which  have a  general  or  sectoraf  application
have an irnpact on the  sociaL exclusion of  citizens.  This
Chapter attempts to  identify  policies  which may be said
to  relate  more directly  to  their  situation.
while  social  exclusion  remains  a  rather  remote  and
foreign  concept to  most policy-makers  i-n  the  UK,  the
opposite -social  integration  -  is  the  specific  objective
of  policies  in  a  number of  fields.  some of  these  have
already been mentioned  in  earlier  Chapters: for  example,
many of  the  policies  directed  at  the  reintegration  of
Iong-term  unemployed  people into  the  labour market have a
social  element -  support,  counselling,  advice  on  self-
presentation.  The community care  policies  described  in
the  last  Chapter  are  explicitly  aimed  at  "re-
incorporating"  people  who  would  have  lived  in
institutions  in  the past back into  the community.
Integration  into  the  "conmunity".
Briefly,  the key facts are as follows:
*  Local  government Social  Services Departments  (in
England and wales) are,  in  the  future,  to  manage and
regulate  residentiaL,  domiciliary  and  community-based
services for  vul.nerable  groups -  but  not  necessarily
67provide then.
*  The nix  in  provision,  as tretween voluntary,  private  and
statutory,  ls  to  be encouraged by servj-ce managers.
*  More broadly,  social  welfare  is  to  involve  charges to
those  people  who can  afford  them,  and  therefore  more
means-testing, and "targetinq"  the most needy groups.
The  ful1  inplications  of  these
emerge over the coming months,' but
^-  i*-^^+  ^-. otl  lr[Pau  L  vtr.
The client  -
three  principles  will
they are bound to  have
What are  the  implications  for  quality  of  care;  how will
it  be  monitored?  IrliIl  private  accommodation  take  only
fit,  relatively  able customers, leaving  severely disabled
or  senile  people  to  state  provision?  How will  market
forces affect  the geographical  spread and availability  of
provision?  Will  contractors  be  forced  to  buy  the  most
"cost-effective",  i.e.  cheapest provj-sion  for  cl-ients?
The sociaL worker -
Have the  training  needs of  sociaf  workers  in  the  new
context  been  thoroughly  explored  and  funded?  liliII
sufficient  resources  be  available  for  effective
management, as well  as creative  and flexible  provision?
If  state  provision  becomes somehow "residual'r  -  what is
left  for  the  most handicapped or  the  poorest  people
thi-s has obvious implications  for  morale and recruitment
in  statutory  facilities.
The voluntary  sector -
0uestions for  the voluntary sector include the potential
effect of the new "contract culture" on their  traditional
strengths. How will  they maintain their  advocacy rolei  do
68they  have the  expertise  to
commercial  context?  The
organizations  to  innovate
flexibly  to  changing needs -
The private  sector -
compete in  an  j.ncreasinglY
capacity  of  voluntary
and  respond  quicklY  and
will  this  survive?
Like  any other  cornmercial  enterprise,  pri-vate  provlders
of  social  welfare  wil)-  depend on a  reasonable return  on
their  investment,  as  welf  as  some security  about  the
future  profitabiJ.ity  of  the  sector.  It  is  as yet  unc1ear
whether the  l-evefs at  which social  security  payments  are
to  be set,  and the  resources available  to  Local authority
care  managers will  be  an  adequate financiaf  basis  for
growth in  the sector.
The public  -
FinaIIy,  there  are  unanswered questions about the  extent
to  which  public  opinion  supports  these  changes '
"Privatization"  has become associatecl in  the  public  mind
with  the  progressive  se11-off  of  state  utilities,  of
increasingly  doubtful  legitimacy.  Lack  of  public
enthusiasn  for  change in  the  NHS has  resuLted  in
amendments to  the  legislation,  and  to  plans  for
implementing  it.  When the  new  mixture  of  private,
voluntary  and state  provision  of  welfare  is  in  p1ace,
will  it  represent what most British  people want for  the
most vulnerable members of  society?
Clearly,  an accurate evaluation  of  the  new system will
have to  wait  for  its  full  implementation in  1993, and for
the  experience  of  subsequent  years.  Some of  the
indicators  for  the  future  are  optimistic:  improved
inter-agency  cooperation,  better  support and recognition
for  informal  carers,  increased  partici-patj'on  in  the
design of  services  by users,  and increased choice -  all
these changes, if  realized,  have a positive  ring.
69The key question, of course, centres on resources. Choice
can be  increased,  but  only  in  the  context of  fully
adequate provision, equally available in  aII  areas, and
to  all  kinds of  users. A  new kind  of  professional
culturer  involving  real  cooperation between statutory
agencies, and the reaL consultation and involvement of
people formerly seen as "clients",  is  possible, but only
given  adequate resources for  training  staff  and
restructuring  services.  If  the  overriding  principle
guiding implementation  is  the need to  save money, then
the fears of  a two-tier  system -  of  a market caring for
those who can pay and at  best warehousing those who
cannot -  may become the reality.
Children
The provisions for  preparati.on for  independent living  in
the  Children Act  L989 reflect  the  need, demonstrated
repeatedly by research during the 1980s, to plan for  and
train  young people to  leave the care of  the state  and
become integrated  into  independent life.  Local
authorities are now required to provide after-care to  any
child  ceasing to  be "looked after"  by  then  (the  new
terminology for being in the care of the state) up to the
age of 2t,  and to coordinate help from housing, education
and health authorities. fn a review of  residential child
care  provision  for  children,  connissioned by  the
Secretary of  State  for  Health in  1991, Utting  drew
attention  to  the  special  need of  children  leaving
residential  care for  preparation and supportr  (Utting
1991, pp. 39-40.)
People wj-th disabilitj.es.
The social  and economic integration  of  people with
disabilities  has  also  been the  subject  of  policy
initiatives  in  1991. A  new package of  benefits  was
introduced,  to  take  effer:t  from  April  1992.  The
70Disability  Living  AlLowance  (DLA)  replaces  nobility
allowance altogether,  and attendance all-owance  for  people
under 65. It  has two components -  "care"  and "mobil-ity"  -
and a  range of  rates  resulting  in  1.1 permutations of
payment. It  is  tax  free,  and'paid  in  addition  to  other
benefits.  The  Disability  Working Al-Lowance (DI{A) is
intended  to  supplement  wages from  ful1-time  work  (16+
hours per  week), with  a  reduction  in  the  Allowance  of
70p.  for  every  EL earned above the  threshold.  As  an
example, a single  person would get a DV{A of  L42.40 a week
if  their  r"raqes !^tere less  than  f,39. 95 a  week, and woul d
receive  no  D9{A if  their  wages rose  to  more than  about
tl-00 a week, (Vaux 1992, p.1 . )
These changes, the  third  and final  stage of  the  poii.V
outlined  in  the white  Paper "The Way Ahead -  Benefits  for
Disabled  People"  (White  Paper 1990)  are  part  of  the
Government's response to  the situation  of  disabled people
revealed by  the  official  surveys of  disability  published
in  1988 and 1989. The changes were aimed at  simplifying
the  system, removing disincentives  to  work,  and reducing
the income gap between disabled and non-disabled people.
Figure  5,  on  the  following  Po9e.  gives  comparative
figures  for  the  gross  weekly earnings  of  disabled  and
non-disabled  nale  workers  in  full-time  enployment in
Great Britain,  in  1988/89.
Some features  of  the  new benefits  have been welcomed: i.n
particular,  the  change to  self  rather  than  medical
assessment  is  seen as an improvement, although this  will
involve  the  completion of  elaborate  application  forms.
But they have been criticized  for  being too  complicated;
for  reintroducing  a  "poverty  trap"  situation  through the
DWA taperi  for  faillng  to  restore  the  vaLue of  benefits
lost  at  the  time  of  the  reform  of  Social  Security  i-n
1988,  including  Single  Payments; for  perpetuating  the
situation  whereby two  people with  sirnilar  disabilities
receive very different  benefits;  for  very  low thresholds;
7Land for  attempting to  support reintegration into  work by
a rneans-tested benefit, with the possibility  of  low take-
up, (Barnes 1992,' Disability Al-liance 1991.  )
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A consuftative  document published by the Department  of
Ernployment in  ,Iuly 1990, "Employment  and Training  for
PeopJ-e with  Disabilities",  canvassed views on the
statutory  quota scheme which was intended to  reserve 3t
of  jobs in  larger  firms  for  people with  disabilities.  The
document admitted that  the scheme was not working, but  a
subsequent  announcement frorn the Department  states  simply
that  1t will  be kept "under :review":
"However,  persuasion will  continue to be used as the
most effective  way of  securing employer conmitment
to  widening opportunitj-es at  work for  the
disab.led. . . "  (DE 1991a, p.525. )
Tiris approach is  in  contrast  to  the calls  for  legislation
to  cornbat discrimination  aga:inst disabl-ed people from
organizations representing them, (Community Care, 30
January 1992, p.5.)  Income disadvantage  among disabled
peopl-e may be explained by unenplolment, or
underemployment,  or  in  relation  to  levels  of  benefit.  But
the social- exclusion of  disabled people is  a more
v2complicated amalgamation of  poor educational
opportunities,  extra  costs,  social- -isolation,  inadequate
services and support,  and discrimination.
5.2.  POLICIES  WHICH TARGET DTSADVAI{TAGE
The notions of  targeting,  concentrating resources on
particul-arly  needy groups or  areas, positlvely
discriminating  in  favour of  the worst-off  -  these are not
new ideas, but have been a marked feature of  some
qovernment policies  in  the late  1980s. They are relevant
to  the definition  of  social  exclusion which sees
citizenship  at  risk  from the apparently inescapable nexus
of  disadvantage  experienced by some people in  some
places.
Examples  here j-nclude the urban policies  described above,
as wel]  as the changes to  social  security,  health  and
sociaf  service provisj-on which have beerr noted throughout
this  report.
But there are two aspects of  these "targeting"  policies
which are relatively  new, and which must be taken lnto
account i-n any evaluation of  their  effectj-veness.
Firstly,  targetj-ng is  being linked  to  spending limlts.
Thus, if  benefits  are concentrated on the most needy,
there are bound to be losers  (among the relatively  needy)
as well- as gainers.  Secondly, free  services are being
concentrated on the poorest people, while  others are
asked to  pay. Apart,  again,  from the implications  for  the
fai-rIy  poor,  this  kind of  strategy  raises  all  the
questions of  equity,  stigma and access that  are inherent
in  two-tier  systems.
73"Both the practice  of  charging and the rates  charged
for  services have increased.  Again, charging
redj.stributes  resources between service users,
rather  than over the population as a whole. Shifting
the boundary  between health  (free  at  the point  of
delivery)  and social  care  (chargeable) as j.s
happening with  bathing services,  for  example, has
financial  irnplications  for  people who need services.
Targeting services on those in  greatest  need is
resulting  in  a reduction in  less  intensive  and
preventive services.."  (Policy  Forum 1992, p.2l
One of  the aims of  the reform of  social  security  was to
target  benefit  spending most effectively,  within  the
existing  budget limits,  on the most needy -  including
low-income families  with  children.  The incidence and
possible effects  of  poverty among British  children  in  the
1980s were discussed in  a report  by Bradshaw,  as part  of
the UNICEF international  study of  child  poverty and
deprivation.  Both the physical  and behavioural impacts of
poverty on children  were considered, but  lack  of  data
precluded a complete analysis:
"  -  the evidence is  not  uery good, the impacts have
probably yet to  be observed and the manner in  which
sociaL and economic change affects  the lives  of
children  is  not well  understood",  (Bradshaw 1990,
p.51.)
The report  argues convincingly  for  better  systems of
monitoring the irnpact of  poverty on children  in  the UK,
and -  therefore  -  by inplication,  for  improved and
uncontroversial  measures of  poverty.  Currently,  trends in
the proportion  of  dependent children  living  in  famil.ies
with  below half  average incomes rnay be traced by
reference to  the HBAI series of  statistics,  (see Figure  6
below) .
Fanil-y Credit  was the main mechanism introduced in  the
1988 reforms to  target  help on low-income families.  Area-
based studies undertaken by researchers at the University
of Oxford demonstrated that a key to the success of the
strategy was take-up (Noble and Srnith 1991, pp. 15-16.).
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PERCENTAGE  OF DEPENDANT  CHILDREN LIVING IN HOTISEHOLDS
WITH INCOMES BELOW  5OS OF THE AVERAGE,  INCOME AFTER
HOUSTNG COSTS  L97 9-L987
'J,97 9 1981 198 3 198 5 1 987
CHILDREN
IN
HOUSEHOLDS
nE.
full-time
workers
lone
parenEs
Source: Bradshaw 1990n p.14.
(NB: This table  is  not adjust.ed for  the increase j.n the
absolute value of  half-average income whj-ch took place
over the period.  )
5.3.  POLICIES  WHICH  COMBAT  DISCRIMTNATTON
Among the most explicit  attempts by policy-makers  to
remove or  reduce the barriers  to  ful1  citizenship  lnplied
by social  exclusion are the laws lo  combat discriminati-on
on the grounds of  race  (Race Refations Act  1976,
replacj-ng the Act of  l-965 and subsequent  amending
legislation)  ,  sex (Sex Discrimination  Act  1975), and
religious  affiliatlon  (Fair  Empl-olment Northern Ireland
Acts 1976 and 1989).
Racial discrimination.
The oldest  of  these initiatj.ves  -  policies  to  combat
racial  discrimination  -  have been the subject of  recent
debate stimulated by three sets of  developments.  FirstIy,
there are fears  that  racism may be reviving  in  Britain
after  a relatively  quiet  period,  mirroring  the rise  of
far  right  wing parties  in  other countries  of  Europe, and
possibly  relecting  anxieties  about the implications  of
13
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75developments  in  the comrnunity and j.n Eastern Europe for
immi-gration. The far  r:ight British  National- Party was
,-riA  f a  }-rn nl  rnnina  to  f ield  et  leaSL  50  CandidateS  at Jdf  u  Lv  vE  PIorrllf  trY  Lv  I  rsru
the last  election,  (The Economist, January L8-24 1992,
p.23 . )
Secondly, controverslal  measures to  controf  asylum have
been introduced by the Government. The total  number of
people seeking asylum in  the UK (excluding  dependants)
rose from 4000 in  19BB to  over 22,000 in  1990, and to
44,000 in  1991 (CSO 1992, p.35.)  In  response to  this
steeply growing demand, legislation  was introduced to
discourage fraud and "streamline"  the processing of
applicants.  Protests from Church feaders, the legal
profession and organizations concerned with  the rights
and welfare of  immlgrants 1ed to  sorne modiflcations  of
the nrnrrisinns nf  fhe RilI.  whieh was shefved until  after
the Efection.
Innumerable one-off  studies have documented  the
disadvantages which black and brown Britons  face in  the
housing market,  (see Smith 1-989, for  a review),  in
relation  to  sociaf  services provision,  Government
training  schemes, l-ow pay, insecure employment.  Black and
brown famll-ies are overrepresented among the homeless, in
areas offering  the worst environments, in  industries
suffering  the greatest decline.  Attitudes  to  minorities,
and their  current  disadvantage, are both to  some extent
the resul-t as well  as the cause of  the politics  of
immigration legislaLion,  which have always linked  action
to  conbat racial  discrimination  and disadvantage  with
errcr-tiahter  resfrirfionq  nn richfs  of  settfement.
Controlfing  imrnigration and combating dj-scrimination have
haan  I inlzorl  hrr  nnl  inrr  cinra  f ha  1A7O<  hrrf  l. ho  I inlz vfyvllvllvJ,vuu
remains the subject of  debate. Government  has taken the
line  that. good relations  between ethnic  groups are
fostered by the confidence which immigration control
76-raa1.a<  in  fho  m:inrifrr  nf  fhc  nnrrrrl-!l^-. ILqjUraLy  vr  Lrlc  yvpufOLrUlr,  UPPUIlellLJ
argue that  it  legitimlzes  racism, In  the popular press,
for  example, few distinctions  are made between asyfttm-
seekers, i11egal immigrants,  and visitors  to  Britaj-n  of
the same ethnic  orlgin  as other British  citizens.  In  what
appeared to  be a straightforward  attempt to  stimufate
racist  animosity towards Africans,  Turks, Indians and
nl-har  nannl  a  nf  Ac  ' --  -*  -^J1an orlgfn,
"  -  the newspaper Daj-ly Star has been running  a
campaign to  'halt  the influx  of  foreigners  who end
up living  off  the state'.  The campaign during May
and ,June t19911 was a success, the paper claimed,
with  the Home office  promising tougher measures on
irnmigration."  (Runnymede Trust  1991, p.19')
The third  source of  debate has been provided by a recent
eval-uation of  the effectiveness  of  the legislation  in
providj-ng redress for  people who are discrimlnated
against/  on grounds of  race,  in  the workpface. The
researchers identifled  three different  purposes behind
the legislation  -  justice  for  indivicluafs,  promotj,on  of
public  standards of  behaviour, and improvement of
opportunities  for  ethnic mino::ities  as a group -  and t-his
nnnfrrci  nn  nf  anel  o  ..^^h+  i  -  +h^i  _^-^  ^€
--  y-*-J  IttgdlILr  all  LItef!  vrew,  LltdL  llurle  u!
them was ful1v  achieved:
"It  i-s a central- conclusion fron  this  research that
much more coufd be done through the indiviclual
eomnleinfs svstem t-o achieve iustice  for  indiviCuals vvr!!F+srrrvv
-the  procedure is  troublesome, the appr-lisant  has a
n^^r  nrn<nort  of  nhtainino  a  smal--L reward,  ancl  the
present capacity to  provide competent represerrtation
to  applicants  is  too smail to  meet the demand."
(McCrudden et  al- .  1991 . )
The large  and growing number of  successfuf  cases heard
before tribunafs  bears witness to  the continuing need for
a system of  redress for  the individual,  and to  the
perseverance of  applicants.  Tn the year from June 1977,  a
total  of  146 cases were heard of  which 5 were upheXd.
Equivalent figures  for  the year from April  198'7 are 709
heard, and 61 uphe]d,  ( ibid.  )
77Women.
Progress towards equal opportunlties  for  women in  Great
Britain  is  monitored by the Equal Opportunities
Commission. Statistics  published by the Commj-ssion  in
September 1991 focus on,  "  -  the EOC's priority  issues of
earnings without  discrimination,  part-time  work, social
security  and pensions."  (EOC 1991.) The data relating  to
continuing inequality  are too extensive to  summarize
here, but the foflowing  paragrraph lists  some of  the main
points:
In  1990, women who worked ful1  tlme earned 778 of  the
hourly  earnings of  their  male counterparts.  Women not
only receive l-ower average weekly earnings than men, but
they are al-so concentrated at  the bottcm of  the earnings
dlstribution.  An important aspect of  job  segregation  is
the way in  which women and men tend to be employed in
different  occupations,  as well  as different  industries.
Most occupations remain heavily  segregated. Men dominate
the ranks of  management. In  all  ten lndustries  with  the
most female employees, a higher proportion  of  the men
employed received training.  The probfem of  the poverty of
retired  people is  Iikely  to  become even more important in
future  years. Women form a majority  of  the elderly
population.  In  1989, 618 of  male and 37? of  female
employees were in  occupational  pensi_on schemes.
The data reveal- improvements in  some areas -  the  gap
between the hourly  earnings of  mal-e and female full-time
workers has narrowed since 1987,. more women are beginning
to  get into  rnanagement -  but the overafl  pattern  of
segregation, disadvantage  and discrimination  remains.  One
response to  this  has been the government's  "Opportunity
2000" campaiqn:
"Barriers  facing more than a mil-l-ion women at  work
were set  to  crumble l-ast month as 61 leadlng
employers siqned up to  Opportunity 2000 -  a national
initiative  on equal opportunitj-es...  Each employer
sets hls  owm goals and will  monitor progress  towards
them made over the next few years."  (DE 1991b,
p.63?).
78Discrimination  creating  and reinforcing  economic
disadvantage, and the traditi-onal  roie  of  women as carers
and unpaid labourers preserve their  subordinate position
in  British  society.  The disadvantaged situation  of  women
on YTS (Cockburn 198B), in  industry  (Cockburn 1,983,
Robbins 1986, )  and in  relation  to  work, welfare and the
fanily  (Glendinning and Mil-l-ar 1987) have been
extensively  documented. The hidden character of  wonen's
poverty,  and its  anal-ysis i-n terrns of  powerlessness and
soclal  exclusion,  have fed to  demands  for  gender to  be
emphasized in  future  work on the measurement of  poverty,
(Thomas Coram Research Unj-t/Institute  of  Education
1989. )  The provision  of  childcare  is  seer: as a major
determinant of  economic progress for  women, but while
reports  on Britain  from the EC Chlldcare  NeLwork present
some evidence of  growing provisjcn  (see, for  example,
Cohen 1990), there is  still  ample evidence of  unmet need.
The rnajor policy  instrument  working to  equalize chances
for  women remains the EOC's implementation  of  the sex
discrimination  legisLatj,on:  Specific  policy  initiatives
have focused on lmproving benefits  for  informal  carers,
and on encouraging the provision  of  workplace  nur:series
as a way of  replacing  the projected  shortfall  of  young
workers by women.
5.4.  COMBINED POLICIES
Clearly,  the kj-nd of  analysis  attempted here does not fit
neatly  around a discussion of  all  the disadvantaged
groups whj.ch have often  been the traditionaL  concern of
sociaf  policy  in  the UK. But the kinds of  policies
described in  this  Chapter will  be found in  most of  the
typical  packages which are designed to  alleviate  group
disadvantage. The sociaf  exc1usion of  elderly  people, for
example, can be said to  be targeted through  Income
Support premia, and their  integration  promoted by means
of  community care policies.  Lone parents are another
group for  which policies  relating  to  discriminati-on,
79targeting  and economic if  not social  incfusion  have been
combined.
Lone parents.
The especially  disadvantaged situation  of  lone parents,
whose numbers in  the UK -  as elsewhere in  the Community
-continue to  ri.se,  has been the  focus of  much popular and
political  debate. Preliminary analysis of  the General
Househol-d Survey for  1988 showed that  16? of  families
with  dependent chj-ldren in  Great Britain  were headed by a
lone parent,  cornpared with  8? j-n 1971, (OPCS 1989); a
year J.ater, the proportion  had grown again to  178,  (OPCS
1990,) Most lorie parents are women,  many are dependent  on
state  benefits  for  their  income, and they are
n\Tarranro<entcd  am^nd  fho  hnmal  oq<  An:  I rrci  c  nf  fho
Fanily  Experrditure  survey for  1988 showed that  on
average, 322 of  the income of  a Lone parent wlth  two
children  came from earnirrgs,and  448 frorn socj-al security,.
the equivalent  figures  for  a couple with  two children
were 713 and 6? respectively,  (Oppenheim 1990, p.98.)  In
1 qa?  I ana  nrrz'nr  f amiLieS  had  a  QJ9  ri  clz  nf  I i rri nn  Cn  an r  r  v r:lY  \
j-ncome below 508 of  the average, (ibid.  p.30);  in  the
same year,  90,000 lone parents lived  on incomes below
Supplementary  Benefit  (j-bid. p.26) .
The "doubl-e disadvantage" facin,g lone parents as the sole
providers of  childcare,  and as  (predominant.ly)  women, at
a disadvantage already in  the Llbour market was
'i^onrifioA  r^.rr Mirlar  and Bradsh,lw  as the kev cleferminant
nf  tha  norqi  <l-anca  nf  nnrrarf  v  rmnna  l.'h^  h--^-+  €^*i  ' -Lorre parenL tamra].es,
(Mill-ar and Bradshaw  !981 ,  p.25rl . )  Given the place of
Iow pay and unemployment  in  the poverty of  l_one parents,
fhe nrorrisinn of  affordabfe chi.ldcare is  of  cnrrrsF. a kev +u  vt  vvur  os,  s  ,:sJ
issue.  Pilot  schemes providing  child  care al--l-owances for
lone parents willing to undertake goverrunent-sponsored
trai-ning have been tried  in  some areas, but  some critrcs
believe  that  the lone parentrs continuing  and overriding
80need for  reliable  and affordable  chi-Idcare can never be
met without public  or  subsidized voluntary provision,
(Brown 1989, p.95).
A recent attempt to  analyse the health  status of  l-one
parents,  using dat.a from the GeneraL Househofd Survey
found generally poorer health,  according t-o three
measures, than among the population as a whole,  (Popay
and ,Jones 1990) .  In  discussing the reasons for  this
finding,  the authors emphasize the i11-health  iactors
which are found among unemployed  people, among women,
among poor people'  amonq the sociafly  isolated,  among
people whose marrj-ages have broken down, but which are
found together among lone parents. A simi-|ar set of
factors,  compounding  each other,  may be in  operation in
the housing market, increasing the difficulties  which
arise  when one housing unlt  resolves into  two.
Recent policy  initiatives  in  respect of  Ione parents have
focused on the responsibilj-ties  of  absent fathers.  The
government has introduced Iegisl-ation  which will  have the
effect  of  compelling fathers  to  make provision  for  the
financial  maintenance  of  thelr  children,  after  separation
from the mother, Further changes to  the social  security
system, designed to  remove disj-ncentives to  reenter:.ng
the 1ob market, or  to  provide incentj-ves to  do so, wilf
depend on the outcome of  research that  is  in  progress  '
5.5.  CONCLUSTON
Both the definition  of  social- exclusioir and the analysis
of  policies  wifl-  be refined  as the work of  the
Observatory  develops. But it  is  already possible,  on t-he
basis of  thls  account, to  distinguish  some themes in
current  polj-cy which are important to  the debate about
socj-al excl-usion. The terminology  of  sociaf  policy  in  the
UK has to  be seen in  the ideological  context of  the
market, of  individual  responslbilj"ty  for  prosperity.  But
81-"exclusion"  is  certainly  of  concern, although it  may be
described in  terms of  dependency,  the cost to  the state
of  benefits  or  institutions;  "citizenship"  is  on the
agenda, in  terms of  consumption  of  servicesi  both social
and economic integration  are the object  of  policies  in
employment,  social  security,  s;ocial services,  and so on.
The key strategies  include tar:geting the most
disadvantaged groups and areas -  positive  discrimination,
without  the blank cheque; Iegal  renedies for
discrimination  on grounds of  sex, race and religion;  and
efforts  to  promote the reintroduction  of  excluded  groups
to  full  participation  in  social- and economic life  through
coordinated, cross-departmental initiatives  involving
private  and voluntary  sectors as well  as state  services.
What is  missing from the official_  debate is  discussion of
the minimum acceptabl-e  standard of  life  for  the people
wlth  lowest incornes, and its  irnplications  for
citizenshj.p,  for  the distribution  of  wealth in  Britain,
and for  the total  supply and quality  and of  servi_ces.
Monltoring and evaluation,  the devel_opment  of  performance
indicators  in  the public  service,  and the issue of
quality  assurance have al1 been preoccupations of  polrcy
makers in  the UK in  the 1980s. Some important evaluations
-  for  example of  urban policy  -  are currently  underway,
and shouLd provide valuable data for  the future  work of
the Observatory.
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BRITAIN IN EUROPE
Throughout this  report,  there have been references  to
experiences  which the Member States of  the European
Conmunity share: rising  numbers of  lone parents,  for
example; a concern to  improve the responsj-veness of
public  services to  "customers";  a common anxiety  about
the ri-sing cost of  welfare in  the face of  economic crisis
and demographic change. The relat-ively  new and apparently
intractable  problems of  homelessness,  questions
surrounding the care of  an ageing population,  fears of
increasinq racism -  these are feft  as keenly in  the UK as
they are in  most other countries  of  the Community.
But any comparison  of  the debates which are taking  place
in  all  the countries of  the Community around many of  the
same problems and issues highlights  again another
constant theme of  this  report;  the overriding  i-ntportance
of  the ideologicaL context in  which these debates take
place.  An emphasis on reduced state  intervention  and the
disciplines  of  the market, on competition and
consumerism,  removing disincentives  to  work, on
efficiency  and effectiveness  -all  of  these contribute  to
the unique ideological  cocktail  which has dominated
British  social  policy-naking  in  the recent past.
The emphasis of  Government policy  has not,  then,  given
priority  to  social  integration,  but has focused on
economic integration  -  getting  back to  work -  as the key
to  full  citizenship.  The implications  of  this  focus for
vulnerable people, and people at  a disadvantage  are,  of
83course, what the whol-e of  this  report  has been about.
Policy-makers and commentators at  European level. are
often  criticized  -  in  tLre UK at  feast  -  for  jumping to
comparisons,  for  not  comparing "l-ike with  1ike".
Inadequate bases for  comparison,  i-t  is  claimed, may lead
to  incorrect  concl-usions and inappropriate  initiatives.
For this  reason, the nature of  the ideological  conLexts
for  national  policy-making  must be of  central. concern to
the Commissionts cbservatories,  all  of  which have the
improvemeni of  comparative data near the top of  their
agendas. The context to  a larqe extent defines what is
meant by "partnership"r  "community",  even "subsidiarity"
in  the dif fererrt countries of  the Community. "fnse-i:tjon"
must be seen in  its  F'rench context,  and "quality
assurance" in  its  British.  These words are not sinply
what they say. Nevertheless, i-t  is  possible  to  see some
conunon trends in  policies  which are being tried  in
reLaLion to  common problems -  the encouragement of  or
support for  the private  sector,  NGOs and the family  is
one kind of  policy  response to  the problems facing  frail
elderly  and other vul-nerable people which is  found in  a
number of  countries,  for  example.
The next,  obvious question fo:r the observer is:  to  what
extent is  this  process of  flnrling  and testing  common
solutions  an explicit  choice by governments? Is  it
slmply a quesLion of  spontaneous/ simul-taneous
intellectual-  combu.stion,  or  are policy-makers  setting  out
to  fearn from each other? Is  :it  a process which can and
should be encouraqed at  Eur:opr:an level?
In  general,  few high-profile  r;overnment statements j.n the
UK have emphasized the amount that  British  poficy  has to
learn  from other mernf,rer states:  the protection  of
uniquejy British  institutions  and systems has seemed to
be the higher priority.  But at  the levef  of  local-
government, practitioners  and voluntary  sector,  practical
84cross-national  learning  is  going on. One recent
initiative  which brought together a hotnefessness  pressure
group/ a charity,  a TEC and a pri-vate sector partner
built  on the French model of  the foyer,  1n designing  a
new scheme for  homeless, jobless  young people,  (DE 7992,
p.268.)
It  is  also true  to  say that  there has been rnore j'nterest.
from the fielci  in  developing contacts with  social  workers
in  other  EC member states,  and exploring  common probfems
than from central  government. However, with  the advent of
the Single Market, and the growing realization  of  the
issues which increased migration  could raise,  this  is
likely  to  chanqe.
The loca1 authority  associat-ions ir'  the UK have
affiliated  to  some Europe-wide networks, as one way of
keeping 1n touch with  issues of  common concern. (For alr
account of  some of  these, see Harvey 7992.\ Individual
l-ocal- authorities  -  Birmingham is  olre -  have set  up
offices  in  Brussels,  and many more have allocated
European responsibilities  to  their  policy  or  research
units.  These posts are in  general more concerned with
funding than with  exchange of  information  and good
practice,  but  they help to  encourage  Iocal  attthority
staff  to  be aware of  a European dimensj-on to  their  work'
Perhaps the most j-nteresting  initiatives  in  the social
services have been taken by the local  authority  in  KenL,
which has for  some years been coflaborating  with
colleaques in  the Pas de Calais,  in  anticipation  of  new
"inter-authority"  issues arising  from 7992, the SociaI
Charter,  and the Channel tunnel.  The SSD, and the
University  of  Kent have jointly  appointed a researcher
and projects  manager (at  the European Instltute  of  Soclal
Services) to  explore the implications  of  greater
invofvement  with  the rest  of  the Community. Part of  the
stimulus for  this  was an interest  in  funding, but  the
B5research progranme has gone much wider than this,  The
i-nitial  pubJ-ication from the project  -  An Audit  of  the
Implications  of  Greater European Integration  for  Kent
Social Services -  has become somethinq of  a "bibl-e"  on
the subject  for  other authorities.
The author has provided an inventory of  Community action
in  the social  field,  together with  impact statements for
Kent Social- Services, and suggestions for  action.  He
points  to  policy  issues which as yet  have not been the
subject of  Community action,  but which have inter-country
rel-evance;  to  the existing  skills  and training  needs of
staff;  and
to  the potential  for  greater collaboration  with  French
colleagues,  (Swithinbank  1991.) The next phase of  the
project  will  involve  raising  the awareness of  staff,  and
developing the contacts on which the initial  audit  is
based.
The polj-cy issues listed  by Swithinbank as requiring  a
European-Ievel or  inter-country  response are:  child
protection  and child  care j-ssues,. access to  information
on clients;  problems arising  from increased demand on
services;  the social- care needs of  migrants and peopfe in
transit  through Kent; questions relating  to  charges for
services;  ranguage and cur-t'rar_ differencesi  coordination
of  assessment systems, and definitions  of  mental health;
and collaboratj-on on benefit  entitlements.  (Ibid.  App.3.9
In  addition,  he identifies  staffing  issues -  increased
demand for  staff,  j-ncreased mobility  -  and possibilities
for  marketing services and elxpertise in  other  countries.
Some of  these points  will,  be of  particular  concern to  the
Iocal  authority  associations;.
Apart fron  the initiatives  of  individual  SSDs, local_
authority  associations,  and the professional  journals,
there are of  course a great many voluntary  social  welfare
organizations which have affilj_ated  to  Europe-wide
86networks, or participated  in  trainj-ng activiti.es
organized by the National Council of  Voluntary
Organizations (NCVO). The NCVO has jointly  sponsored  two
studies designed to  ill-uminate the problems and
opportuniti-es facing  the vol-untary sector on a wider
European stage,  (Harvey 1992; Baine, Benington  and
Russell  1992) ;  and is  taking  a particular  interest  in  t.he
institutional-  j-ssues raised by convergi-ng voluntary
sectors.
The examples listed  here -  sporadic and linited  at
present -  neverthel-ess  illustrate  a number of  ways in
which a common interest  in  reducing or  removing social
excl-usion can draw on a European dlmension. The
opportunities  for  exchange of  information  and experience,
promoted by a wide range of  Community initiatives
including  the observatories;  the chance to  test
approaches  and solutions,  again through Community
experiments; the bilateral  consul-tation  prompted by
cross-border questions, which must become multil"ateraf
with  increasing migration  -  all  of  these suggest a role
for  Community-Ieve1  invol-vement.
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99Annex A
TABLE 1: Unemployed claimants: by duration, sex and age, at April 1991
United Kngdom Percentages  and thousands
Duration of unemdoymenr  (petcentages;
Overl3 Over26
upto 13 upto26 upto52
weeks weeks  wesks
Overs2 Over 104
upto 104 upto 156
weeks  weeks
Total
Over'156  (=t00%)
weeks  (1000s)
Maler rged:
18-19
20-24
25-34
35'49
50-59
60 and over
Nl males  18 and ovet  34.6
48.2  24.3  20.7
38.4  22.1  20.9
34.4  20.1  19.6
32.6  18.7  17.5
25.4  14.8  14.5
38.8  23.O  23.5
119.6
2.8  3/15.4
7.6  502.8
13.5  4',17.9
28.O  24p.7
4.9  4.2
6.8
11.9
13.5
't2.9
11.6
8.5
12.2
5.6
9.0
8.9
11.6
12.4
6.1
9.6
3.8
4.8
4.7
5.8
1.4
4.3
Femrler eged:
18-19
20-24
2544
35.49
50-59
60 and over
51.3
45.2
43.2
n.7
25.1
5.6
19.8
23.1
21.6
20.8
18.4
13.3
4.7
19.6
18.8
19.9
19.1
20.5
17.8
15.1
4.6
18.6
2.6
2.5
3.9
6.5
8.1
3.1
10.4  1,666.6
65.E
2.6  128"3
4.2  136.4
7.6  120.0
27.6  77.8
71.O  0.6
7.6 528.8 Nl lemales  18 and over 41.4
Soutcr:  Socld  T?anda  ,ulTABLE 2: UnOmploym€nt  percentags ot worktorce,.seasonally  adlusted annual
averages by reglon
Number Percentage
workforce
Number Percentage
workforce
South Eart
1987
1988
198S
19gO
South Wrrt
1987
1988
198S)
19gO
Erlt Mldlrnd!
1987
1988
1989
1990
Nodh Wcrt
1987
1988
1989
1990
Wrlr!
1987
1988
19S)
1990
Northem  lrchnd
1987
1988
1989
1990
69.4
50.4
35.2
37.4
172.3
13it.7
98.0
97.2
171.6
137.4
104.7
99.2
383.7
32{J'.7
261.9
2U.6
148.1
123.9
96.'t
86.2
122.1
113.2
105.6
97.2
7.3
5.2
3.6
3.7
8.1
6.2
4.5
4.4
9.0
7.1
5.4
5.1
12.5
10.4
8.5
7.7
12.0
9.8
7.3
6.6
17.0
15.6
14.6
13.4
llorth
1987
1988
19@
19q)
201.3
171.0
t'm.0
122.7
7.2
5.4
3.6
3.7
I 1.4
8.9
6.6
6.0
1 1.3
9.3
7.4
6.7
14.1
11.9
9.9
8.7
13.0
11.3
9.3
8.1
E!!tAngllr
1987  657.9
1988  495.8
1989  35.2
r99o  37.4
Wcrt tlldhndr
1987  292.0
1988  229.7
1989  167.9
lgsn  152.6
Yorkrhlre end Humbet|idc
1987  266,.4
1988  221.0
1989  175.2
1990  161.0
Scothnd
1987  321.8
1988  27A.2
'f 9&  233.2
1990  202j
Sourc.:  EtnploFr|tt Oa:ai.TABLE 3: Unemployment  Retes by Sex and Ethnlc Orlgin
GreatBriain Percentages
1984 1986 19€n
Mrlcr
Whhe
West Indian or Guyanese
Indian
PaklstanUBangladeshi
oherl
Nt males2
Femler
White
West Indian  or Guyanese
Indian
Pakistani/Bangladeshi
oherl
Atl temales2
Al! p.nont
Whlts
West Indhn or Guyan€s€
Indlan
PakislanYBanglad€shi
otherl
Alt percons2
11
30
13
33
19
12
t1
24
't6
34
19
12
11
26
16
27
17
11
t1
23
17
28
17
11
9
18
11
24
9
9
I
15
12
24
t0
9
7
15
10
18
8
7
7
13
I
15
12
7
876
11  14
13  9  11
1089
877
'tl  10
18  19
20  19
19  17
12  'tl
7
14
9
22
I
7
7
11
9
17
t1
7
'l Includ.r lhos.  of mircd otigin!
2 lnclud.t  lho!. wlro dkl not dr|  lh.a..lhnac o,igrif,
Sourca:  Socdal T?aoda  AlTABLE 4: Households AccePted  As Homeless
1989  1990  % Change
89/90
England
Wales
Scotland
Great Britain
126,700 145,800  + 15
6,700  6,600  -1
14,400 15,000  +4
't47,700 167,400 +13
Sourc.s:  DoE tlomdGsn.s Stalirtics.  Scottish  o'fi6, W.bh  Otticc
TABLE 5: Reasons  For Homglessness
Households  for whom local authorfties  accepted  responsibility:  reasons for loss of last settled  home
England
2nd qtr  2nd qlr
1988  1991
Parcnts aN frieds  no longer willing ot aile to acco/7/mdete
R e I ati on sh i  p b rea  kd own
Moftgage anears
Rent a/rearc (local authority ot privatetenan|"s.)
Loss of private  rented dwelling or seruice tdnancy
Other reasons
11,800 15,500
5,300  5,800
2,m0  4,300
1,100  1,100
4,500  5,200
28,100 36,100
Noto: these ffgures are dertued trom the DoE's Homel€ssness  Statistlcs,  in which the total number of
households  acceptd are given together  with the percentage.of  these homeless for each reason.  Th€ num-
bers given in this table are calculated  using theso figures, and are ther€fore  subiect  to some degree of inac-
curacy. Flgures for Scotland  and Wales ate not available.
Sour€: schl Ttmdr  z,lTable 6: Mortgage Lenders*: number of mortgages,.arrears and possesslons
United Kngdom Thousands
Number of
mongag€s
Loans in anears
at end-period
By6-12 Byover
months  12 months
Properties
taken  into
possession
in perlod
1981
1 982
198ril
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991 r
6,336
6,518
6,846
7,313
7,717
8,138
8,283
8,564
9,125
9,415
9,628
21.5
27.4
29.4
48.3
57.1
52.1
55.5
42.8
66.8
123.1
162.2
5.5
7.5
9.5
13.1
13.0
15.0
10.3
13.8
36.1
59.7
4.9
6.9
8.4
12.4
19.3
24.1
26.4
18.5
15.8
,ti].9
36.6
' Councll of Mortgage Lenders €stirnates as at 31 December  In €ach y6ar exc€pt '1991,  30 Jun€. Estlmatss
only cover members  ol the Council,  th€se account  lor 90 per cent ol all mongages outstanding.
Sourca:  SocLl T?mda zlTABLE 7: SChOOI Leavers' Examlnatlon  Achievementsl:  by sex, 1988/89
Percentages  and thousaids
Male!
England
Wdes
Scotland
Nodhem lreland
Femrl€!
England
Wales
Scotland
Northem lreland
1 0r more
'A'levels2
(or SCE highers)
20.4
19.0
33.4
24.4
20.8
21.0
42.8
31.6
GCSEs3 or SCE
O/standard
(no'A'levels/
SCE highers)
All leavers
No graded  (=100%)
results4  (thousands)
70.6
65.0
52.9
51.9
72.5
68.0
47.3
54.7
9.1
16.0
13.7
23.7
6.7
11.0
9.9
13.8
317.0
20.2
37.2
13.0
300.7
18.9
35.5
12.1
1 Excludcr  ralults in tunhcr  cducation
2 Two  'AS' lavds  sra couniad t! rouivalcnl  lo ona 'A' lcyal
3 And .quivdonl  grtdcg ei GCE and CSE
4 Includca  fior. pupil3 wllh no grrdrd rcgutb in GCSE, scE or ,yAs lcvols. L!!v.r! 3itting olh.r cx.minldon3  (rg c.rtifc.t ol
Educalion. .lc) rrc axcludad.
Sourc.:  Socbl T..nd. Zl
VIAnnex B
Government Schemes for Combatting Unemployment
Travet to Intel.i3w  Scheme
FOR:  people  who have been unemployed  tor more than loul weeka
OFFERS:  financial  help with travel to job interviews  in the UK, for jobs away lrom home
COVERAGE:  nationwide
lot sgle1$emlnan
FOR:  people  who have been unemployed  for thtee month!  or more
OFFERS:  expert  advice  on the bestwaysto seek and applytorlobs
COVERAGE:  nationwkJe
FOR:  anyone  conskJering  a new career
OFFERS:  help in assessing  the indivktual's  suitability  for a range of iobs
COVERAGE:  natlonwide
FOR:  people  who have been out of rvork for rlx month!  ot more
OFFERS:  advice  and practical  support - including  resources  - in finding a iob
COVERAGE: nationwide
FOR:  anyone  who has been unemployed  for !L month!  or more
OFFERS:  range of short-term  training  and work-experience  help, teading to a gusranteed  lob interview
COVEMGE: selected  areas in England,  Scotland  and Wdes
viifietafi
FOR:  compulsory lor anyone  out of work for rir montha or more
OFFERS: expsrt help in determining  a plan of action  tor getting  a job, and benefit advice
COVERAGE: nationwide
FOR:
receive a State Felirement  Pension
OFFERS:  guidance  and advice on job-hunting  and seeking a new career
COVERAGE:  nationwide
FOR:
OFFERS:
COVERAGE:
people aged  1 I and over who have been unempoyed for lix months or more, and who do not
anyone  aged  1&59 who has b€en out of work for rix months  or more. Priority  is given to
p€ode (18-24) unemployed  for 6-12 months, those out ot workjor  more than two years,
and those with a disablllty
training, provided  locally,  in a wkie range of occupations,  including skill-shodage iobs and self-
employment
nationwide
FOR:  those aggd 1 8-59 who have been unemployed  for rL monthr or more
OFFERS: t€mporary, communlty-based  work aimed at maintaining  skilts. plus help and advice  in finding
pennanent  €mdoymont
COVERAGE:  nationwide
Trrlhltu.lorAOure
viiiAnnex G
The Main Means-Tested  and lnsurance  Benefits
Beneficiaries Cost (e)
Anendance Allowance
Child Benefit
Christmas  Bonus
Community Charge  Benefh
Family Credit
Guardian's  Allowance
Housing Benefh:
Rent rcbate (council  tenants)
Rent allowance  (private  tenants)
Community  charge  rebate
TOTAL
Income Support
lndustrial Injuries  Disablement  Benefit
Invalid Care Allowance
Invalidity  Benefit
Matemity  Allowanca
Mobiltty  Allo'vance
One Parent  Benefit
Pneumoconiosis, byssinosis  and
miscdlansous  diseases  benefh scheme
Retirement  Pension
Over 80 Pension
Severe Disablement  Allowanca
Sickness  Beneftt
Social  Fund:
Funeral p:yments
Matemity pa@ents
Budgeting aN Crisis Loans
Community Care Grant
Unemployment Benefit
War Pensions
WkJows'Benefits
890,000
6,760,000  (1 2, 1 65,m0 children)
12,200,000
7,795,000
315,000
2,101
3,030,000
975,000
0
4,165,m0
305,000
125,000
1,270,000
20,000
630,000
760,0m
700
9,905,000
35,000
295,000
105,000
47,(n0
180,m0
1,055,(xX)
2't5,m0
385,m0
265,m0
365,000
1,406m
4,636m
122m
2,192m
484m
1m
2,881m
1,549m
0m
4,tl30m
8,545m
510m
213m
4,459m
34m
897m
216m
4m
22,715m
35m
4r3ilm
2t8m
27m
18m
32m
68m
808m
6$fm
879m
Souro:  DSS Frct rnd Flgu?6, Aptil  1901
txCurrent Rates* ot the Maln Means'Testedrlnsurance  Benefits
Rate (e)
Attendrnce Allowlnce:
higher  rate (day and night)
low€r  rate (day or night)
Chlld Benelh:
for the eldest qualfiing  child
for each other child
Chrirlmer Bonur
Communlty Chrrge Benefii:
lone parent  premium
Frmlly Credh:
adult credit (lor 1 or 2 parents)
and {or each chitd aged:
under 1 1
11-15
1Gl7
18
Guardian'r Allourance (per chlld)
41.65
27"N
8.25
7.25
10.00
10.05
38.30
9.70
16.10
20.05
27.%
10.70
mar<lmum amount  payaU€  is 100% ol eligiUe rent Houring Benelit
Income Suppoft:
Personal  Nlowances:
Single
- aged 16-17
- aged'18-24
- aged25orover
Couple
- both ag€d  und€r  18
- one or both aged 18 or wer
Long parent
- aged 1S17
* ag€d 18 or orer
Dependent  children  and young people
- agd under  11
- ag€d 11-15
- aged lel7
- aged 18
Premiums:
Family
Lone parent
Pensioner
- single
- couple
23.65 or 31.15
31.15
39.65
47.30
62.25
23.65 or 31.15
39.65
13.35
19.75
23.65
31.15
7.95
,0.,15
13.75
20.90E',:hncd pensionel
- single
- coupl€
Higher pensionel
- single
- couple
Disability
- single
- coude
Severe disabiliU
- single
- couple (if one qualifies)
- coude (if both qualify)
Disabled  child
Carers
lnductrhl Injurler  Di$blement Benefit:
1 OO% disablement pension (maximum)
Exceptionatly  severe disaHement allowance
Constant anendance allowance (maximum)
Reduced  eamings allowances (maximum)
Retirement  allowance (maximum)
lnrnlld Crre Allowlnce
Invrlidtty  Benefti:
- higher rate
-  mkJdle rate
- lower rate
Basic  invalkilty pension
Exra benefit  for dependent adult (ma:<imum)
Enra beneftt for dep€ndent chlld
Mrtemtty  Allowrnce
Moblllty Allornnce
One P.renl Bensfit
Pn€umoconlorit, by!!inotlr rnd
mlrcolhnrour dlle|r€r beneltl rcheme:
Total disablement allowance
Parthl disablement allo,vance
Re{lrement  Penlion:
Basic retirement Pension
Man or woman (o,vn contributions or
late spouse's contributions)
Man or woman (spouse's contrtbutions)
Exra benefh for dependent aduh
Extn benefit  tor dependont child
Non-contrlbutorY Pensions
15.55
23.35
't8.45
26.20
16.65
23.90
31.25
31.25
62.50
16.65
10.80
84.90
34.00
68.(x)
3it.96
8.49
31.25
'| 1.10
6.90
3.45
52.00
31.25
9.70-10.70
40.60
29.10
5.60
84.90
3r.25
52.00
31.25
31.25
9.70-10.70
xi- full rats
- rnani€d  woman's
Over 80 addltion
OYsr 80 Pcntlon
S€vgrs Dlr.blement  Allowrnce
ags-related  addltions:
- under tm
- under 50
- under 60
Extn benefh for dependent  adult
Extra beneflt for d€perdont chtd
Slclmclt Bcncllt:
Over pension  age
Under penslon age
Extra beneflt for dep€nded  adult
Extn benefft for deperdenr chlld
Soclrl Furd:
Funeral payments - the cost of a simple funeral
Matemlty  paynents - up to 100
Budgetlng and Cdsls Loans - repaltaue Int€rest-free l@ns
Communlty Care Gnnt - non-Bpayaue  grant
Unomploymcnt  benafit-
Over percion age
Extra bendt ior dependent  adult
Under penslor  age
Enra beneflt for dependem  adr.rlt
Wldow't  Brnoftr:
Wldou/e payment Qump sum)
Widored Moths/s Alowance
WHow's penslon
Wldods penslon  (age-rdated)
Extra bendt for dependent  chld
31.25
1870
0.25
3r.25
31.25
1 1.10
6.90
3.45
18.70
9.70-10.70
49.90
39.60
29.95
24.50
52.00
31.25
41.'m
25.55
1,(n0
52.00
52.00
15.$ (at.05) - 
'08.36 
(at 54)
9.70-10.71)
Souro:  DSS Flcn lnd Flgunr, Aprll t99t
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